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1 e
(Signed)
‘ W. T. Stead.’
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since been verified in relation to matters which were then in the fuu,
—‘ Borderland,’ October, 1897.
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THE

manifest is light.”—Pau/.

WAY.

The Council of the London Spiritualist Alliance have,
as our readers are aware, asked for £250 with which to meet
the expenses of the approaching Congress. Up to the
present the amount received is only £160. This sum will
not suffice. But other friends, no doubt, intend to con
tribute, and if they will kindly do so at once they will

relieve the Council of some anxiety.

A late ‘Banner of Light’ communication from Mrs. E.
L. Watson is so good that we should like to borrow the

whole of it for ‘ Light,’ but our space is precious.
I lore,
however, is an all alive thought concerning the subject we
are careful to bear in mind,—the exceeding broadness of
the central truth and practical work of Spiritualism : —
I want to say to Spiritualists everywhere, let us bridge
the chasm between ourselves and humanitarian workers of
every creed as swiftly as we can. 7/ ccw» be done. Among
all classes there is such a widening of the mental horizon
that no one who is generous, whose sympathies are broad,
and who ‘ loves much,’need feel isolated, barred out of the
average societies that are ‘making for righteousness’ in
every community. I know this from actual experience. In
this neighbourhood Spiritualism a few years ago was con
sidered the synonym of mental and moral infirmity. Now
how different! Every one treats the subject with respectful
interest. The little church is not too sacred for the voice of
a Spiritualist. The circle of King’s Daughters, consisting of
fifty noble women working ‘ In His name,’ extends a loving
welcome—in short, the question now-a-days is, not ‘ Are you
a Spiritualist ? ’ ‘ Are you a Christian ? ’ but ‘ B hat are i/ou
willing to do for humanity V Andi mean humanity with
out the big H—your neighbour, next-door, the first tramp
that asks for food, the children that need fresh air : and all
the ‘Antis’ in the world cannot undo a good deed, nor dis
prove a fact, nor give the lie to nature !
Spiritualists ought to make this jubilee year the most
glorious that the world has ever seen. We can honestly say
that Spiritualism has done more toward freeing mankind
from superstitious terrors than any other one agency. Now
let us make it a redeeming power! Let us eschew differ
ences of opinion on non-essentials as between Spiritualists,
Materialists, Protestants, Catholics, and strive to show by
ow works that we love purer, hope more.and live higher than
any other class of men and women on this earth !

That is distinctly good. If we could mount up to that,
there would be no question of munching the remainder
biscuit of old phenomena. The world would be our seance
room, and the common streets would give us revelations
from on high.
This, too, from the same communication, is very prac
tical and refreshingThe longer I live, the firmer is my belief that the busiest
life is the happiest. To be a working factor is the great,
endless sum ot existence ! Plant (lowers ; help clear away
thorns and thistles that tear and sting the daily life ; soften
hard lines ; speak the gentle word ; bind up the wounds ;

[a Newspaper.]

PRICE TWOPENCE.

give bread, not stones—these things any one, every one, can
do, anywhere, tveryiohare^ and they mean life or death, joy
or misery, to immortal souls.

Wo sometimes think that our militant friends who arc
too ready to let the bigots run off with our Christianity are
a good deal like unthrifty sons who let the masterful ones
appropriate the family estate.
In their natural eagerness
to repudiate damaged doctrines they foolishly omit to be
mindful of the good and retain it. But, as the Germans
say, it is not necessary to empty out the baby with the

bath.
We arc strongly reminded of this by a book on Hawaii
lately written by Mr. J. R. Musick. A certain agnostic is
there described as depreciating the missionaries j but ho
gets his answer. Says Mr. Musick :—
Notwithstanding the sneers and scoffs of agnostics, but
for the work of the missionaries the natives would still have
been in a state of barbarism, or, what is worse,. would have
yielded to all the unrestrained vices of civilisation, even
more pernicious than barbarism. The missionary-hater often
declares that the native is worse off than before the mission
aries came. Before the missionaries came the natives were
under absolute monarchy. Not only did the kings, chiefs
and priests own all the property, and even the lives of their
subjects, but the king owned all the land, and parcelled it
out among the chiefs. It was the missionary influence that
gave tlie Kanaka his homestead in fee simple, and taught
him to respect his own rights.
.
There is a story told of an agnostic who, talking with
Kamehameha V., asked him if things were not in a worse
condition than before the missionaries came to the islands.
The king answered :
‘Why, sir, you have done three things since you camo
into my presence which, but for the missionaries, would have
cost you your life.’
‘ What are they ? ’ asked the astonished agnostic.
‘First, you walked into my presence, instead of crawl
ing on your hands and knees ; you crossed my shadow, and
you sat down in my presence; either of which offences would
once have been punished with death.’ ...
The agnostic was silenced. Missionaries not 9. Y
brought salvation and eternal happiness to the Hawaiian,
but peace, liberty, love of wife and children, happiness,
thrift and industry.
It is easy enough to find follies and falsities in what is
called Christianity : but a vast amount of our boasted
civilisation—and the best part of it—is the product of

Christianity.

At the same time, wc must confess it is sometimes diffi
cult to have patience with, say, tho clerical gentlemen who
persist in trying to maintain as God’s truth some of tho
most forlorn specimens of man’s folly. But, after all, it is
often very pathetic. ‘Freedom’ tells a story: ‘which
thing is an allegory ’: —

When I was a child on a farm, wo had to reason very
vigorously with certain hens that persisted in setting on
nothing. * They seemed to have conceived the setting idea
as the only idea in tho world, and set they would anil did,
despite our duckings and shooings. We were often unable
to prevail with them or to make them understand there
was a time to set and a time not to set. Once, upon a
deserted nest in a clump of willows, from which, weeks
before, a brood of chickens had been led by their proud
mamma, I found a poor old skinny fowl brooding the frag
ments of empty shells with a noble fatuity that brought
tears to my eyes.

We cannot attempt more than a brief notice of James
Dunbar’s new book, ‘The Process of Creation Discovered :
or, The Self-evolution of the Earth and Universe by
Natural Causes’ (London: Watts and Co.), but we feel
bound to say that it shows every sign of immense study
and original thought. His courage is appalling, as a man
who deliberately challenges and contradicts all the great

astronomers up to last Christmas '
We have read his chapter on the Sun, and glanced
through the remainder, and must honestly say that we
found this chapter enormously interesting. His descrip
tion of what the sun actually is (in his opinion), and how

contrary, they know that it grows l»y opposition
more it is discussed the stronger it is, for ‘truth
JU
But all of this is preparatory, and a part of the nlot
real purpose is to influence legislation against all
spiritual gift*, make it a penal offence to practise nS?'<
shin ami receive a reward tor time and energy used t r1"
and imprison a|| mediums who do not pay a iuJ'i
licence h*e, and thus compel the outward public mnvm* 1
to retire. This will also be attempted to apply lo ‘'‘j’1.'1
meetings where trance or inspirational speaking onu* lc
ami no one can tell what may be done if these hiif11*’
succeed.
But. can they succeed I
That depends u.
Spiritualists and Liberals. If we ignore their plots, a “i
sleep the opportunity away, they may, and probably wi)|1,1

the solar system came into existence, may be only another
splendid guess, but it is ‘ splendid,’ ami we should be glad

I he opening phrase, ‘This organised move,’ refers to th
Anti Spiritualist Association, the formation of which u
noted some time ago.
We cordially congratulate 0||r

to hear that the great experts intend to grapple with it.

American friends.

We are strongly inclined to think that one of this writer s

tion in careless and tolerant old London.

\\ e sadly want opposition and pcruem

objects is to exclude the need of * A Creator,’ ami probably

to exclude the hope of Immortality ; but, for all that, we
admire his industry, his knowledge and his pluck.

School

noticing.

children’s

answers

are

A oertain Italian paper

notoriously

worth

illustrates this in >

somewhat novel way, tho question being an unusual one

We are occasionally told that Spiritualism has nothing
to do with Theology, and that persons holding the most
opposite opinions may be good Spiritualists.
This is
perfectly true, and we do our full share of insisting upon it.

At the same time, it must be admitted that there is a
consensus of testimony on certain points which have very
profoundly altered what may be called the common-sense
of opinion. To this, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond lately gave
clear expression in a discourse at Washington. She said : —
What SjuritualiHnj clearly reveals is, the individual
existence here and hereafter; that each individual life meets
the results of his or her condition; his or her conduct; his
or her fulfilment or non-fulfilment of duty, and that this
cannot be shirked, avoided nor transferred to another
individual, either to suffer or to enjoy, excepting sympa
thetically or in the degree that the action of each and each
individual condition affect others.
The first messages
received from spirit life are these, in answer to the old-time
questions : ‘ Are you happy .’ ’
* .Measurably so.'
* Are you unhappy t ’
‘ Yes, because • »f my imperfections.’
‘ Are you in Heaven I
‘ I am in the heaven that I myself created.
‘Are you in Hailes or Hell ?
* No other hell than that which I myself have fashioned.'
Instantly the whole moral tenure of life is changed. No
one is borne to a far-off Heaven. m» one is to escape his sins;
he is not immediately trans|)orted to Paiadise, be is not
plunged into perdition, he has met himself fare to face, he
nas met his weakness or his strength, his folly or his
wisdom, whatever were his own he has encountered, and the
spirit is thrown upon the individual responsibility. This is
tne one strength, the foundation of Spiritualism.
You may say this is not new. We do not claim that it
is ; but it m a reversal of the teachings you have been
accustomed to for centuries; it is a reversal of the proposition that you are to evade or avoid the consequences of
your individual conditions or acts through the virtue ami
the vicarious shedding of the blood of another; and it
elevates the standard of human life by changing the
individual --from a hopeless, helpless sinner, who can never
retrieve his position, or. if he has sinned to the degree that
if any law, human and divine, had its course he would be
pun whet 1 forever, yet he is saved by the vicarious sufferings
of another -to the condition of individual growth, indiv idual
action, and individual knowledge as the basis of his moral
state, and the basis of doing the Ijest he knows.

Once more the American Spiritualist newspapers
steadily assert, with varying degrees of assurance, that
persecution is in the air. Perhaps the all absorbing interest
of the war will stop it; but the signs are there. It is
extraordinary.
Is it possible, after all, that the old
country better understands what real freedom is ? M r.
Lyman C. Howe, who usually knows what he is talking
about, says, in ‘ The Banner of Light ’:
This organised move to annihilate Spiritualism means
more than many Spiritualists suspect. Discussion, chal
lenges to mediums, <frc., are but preliminary. They do not
expect to destroy Sp’r?callsm by any such m*vw. On the

to put to children : ‘ Are you afraid of dying I’

Twenty,

one boys gave no reply.
Sixty-two scholars, including
seven girls, simply answered ‘ No.’ All the rest, a large

majority, replied, ‘ Yes.’
Among the specific answeri
were : ‘ I am not afraid of dying, because I wish to see my
parentsagain.’ * I am not afraid of dying, because it ii a
thing sent by God.’ ‘ I am not afraid of dying, because I
am healthy, and have no disease.’ ‘ I am afraid of death,
because it is so ugly.’ ‘ I am afraid of dying, became
when one is dead, one cannot see the man gathering
grapes’ (a reply of rare pathos and depth). A boy of
thirteen wrote: ‘I should like to die all alone, leaving no
brother or anybody else on earth.’ The oddest answer wm
the following : ‘ I should like to die at eighty-two years,
with my parents at my side.’

The following, from ‘The Chronicle,’ will, we hope,be
followed by more definite information. If there is any
thing in it, it is somebody’s duty to the public to go fully
into the matter.
A Mystery I
A correspondent who is well known to us gives us an
extraordinary story regarding an artist whose death was
recently reported. A friend of his was dining at a West
End restaurant on Saturday night, and was amazed to find
opposite him someone who seemed to him to be the very
artist of whose death he had read obituary notices, and with
whom he had once spent some time at a watering-place. He
mentioned to the supposed artist that his death had been
reported, and asked why it had not been contradicted. The
reply was simply that it had not seemed worth while. 80
struck was he with tho oddity of the occurrence that he
stretched out his hand, and touch'd the man to make sure
that he was real.
When we penned our half-sorrowful and half satirical
reference to the head structures which seem to be 00
precious to the heart of woman, we had no idea that th''
little cyclone which entertained our readers would be

raised. We note that most of our lady correspondents ere
playing Adam over this business. They say
‘Man shot
and sold these decorations, and decided that we ihoul®

mount them. Adam gave unto to us and we did—wearBut that will not do. Men shoot and sell and give wh<»t
women want: and besides, women are not quite as amen
able m all that. We do not remember noticing one point*
- the abnurdily (A much of this head confectionery. Th®
most fearsome show in London is a Bond street or Keg®n*
street bonnet shop. Of course, that opens up question® 0
extremest gravity far, very far, beyond either oUf

province or our power.
Nkw York,U.H.A. - ‘Lk»Ht’ may be obtained from .Me****
Brentano, 31, Union-square.

THE SPIRITUAL REGENERATION OF MANAhhjbukd Hki’ort oh the Inauoural Addrekh to JA.
Member* and Fbibndr oh the Mpi ritual ^k‘/knK'<.k,
ti<»n Kocikty given hy Mhk. C. Leigh Hunt V\ am.
AT II EH llSNlDBNCK,

I, A LOAN Y-TERRACE, lx>NlM»N,

PART 1. -THE PHYSICAL.
‘ A’row* </»</

231

L 1° HT'

May I I, I HUH. |

thou art, mi'l unto </#/.•*/ thou xh<ill ret/Hi'H’

The popular mind, blinded by the belief that man is t 1
centre of the universe, is astonished when attention wdrR
to the fact that there would be nought that was false <’
sacrilegious if these same words were pronounced ovrre'<,,vJ
dead old oak, and every withered petal. The edifice of
built by mortal hands, appears as the body of the though J
of man. But no human art can organise so much as the
petal of a violet, the leaf of an oak, or the linger of a jn*n'
of
Just os the edifice of stone is the body of the thought-’
men so is the vegetable and animal kingdom tlx- body ”f an

intelligence which resides within its own creations.
THE HOUT., OF THINGS.

This principle, this unseen worker within, I his buihky

all things vegetable and animal, is the soul of things,
vegetable world, stationary and without will power, is
trolled into being by an involuntary intelligence. Il is I'
same soul of things that causes the growth of the anno
body, heals wounds, maintains life during sleep, and grai*
rest to the voluntary powers, ami, in short, makes the co*
tinuation of life possible. As the voluntary powers exha1’" ’
the involuntary recuperate and revive. And through
organic structure runs this same principle, as manifest ’
from one source, as is the inorganic world. This pi im ip ‘ ’
this involuntary being, is the organic soul. It is t
immortal intelligence, and is the true man. Man's bod.y >s
but the material instrument through which he is put iid”
communication, by means of his senses, with materiality
The death of that intelligence, of the organic sold, tb'1
involuntary soul, is a thing inconceivable and impossibleThe involuntary soul of man is the life of man, the cre.it>'‘‘
soul of the universe; therefore the idea of the death of lite
of the uncreating of the creative power, is both paradoxical
and absurd. The vegetable world is entirely governed
the organic soul, expressed in the animal world as the
involuntary principle, but the annual world has an added
voluntary principle; and
intelligence in the form of
rer animals
the difference between what
expression
and ourselves is, that we
of this voluntary intelligence than they have, The degree
of that voluntary intelligence is indicated to the eye
It varies
by the conformation of the animal body,
in different kinds of animals for instance, the voluntary intelligence of the sheep dog is greater th;u_
sheep, And again it varies in different animals of tlx' same
kind, some dogs being much more intelligent than other*.
But in no animal is the varying degree of voluntary in tel h
gence so marked as it is in the human subject.
From the
fool to the philosopher wo have all grades. There is no doubt
but that the expression of the intelligent soul in man i1greatly limited and suppressed by bodily disease. It is
lowered in quantity and degraded in quality.
It >-< <!'•'
quality, combined with quantity, that makes a man a *auit
or a fiend It is the degraded or qualified expression of tlxvoluntary soul in man that makes him in the state we now
find him, which is one of spiritual degeneration.
man’s purpose on earth.

Let us fill'll moment consider man’s purpose on earth.
Whatever else the object may encompass, it is certain t lint it
is to bring about spiritual growth, spiritual freedom. Xo
Ilian is free ho long as his morals and manners, that is. the
expression of his voluntary self, arc degraded by surrounding
influences, The gospel of our duty towards oursehes mid
our fellows, which latter inelude the lower aninuds, is writ
loud in hot and burning type by the linger of tied in the
heart of every loan's conscience.
It may smoulder silently
through a stultified education, it may burn but dimly
through the iiifluonce of atavism, hut it is there, ami eieiy
man is as conscious of it as ho is even of his exist* m*.
Obedience to it means life and happiness, while dis

obedience to its dictates is a skulking existence of .self
disrespect.
We find the
VEGETABLE WORLD DEVOID OF A. VOLUNTARY SPIRIT.

Il is bound by the nature of its expression to select from the
earth and the air all that it requires for the building of its
boilies, and if it finds it not, its expression is arrested. But
the r<*«|uircm»*nts of the body of man are supplied in a dif
ferent manner. The appetites for food and drink are
prompted by the involuntary intelligence, but are satisfied
l)V the voluntary intelligence. He has to select his diet,
liis senses may be very imperative, but he can control them
and supply them according to the dictates of his conscience.
The mates of the inhabitants of the plant work! fall to their
Jot according to the local law ami order expressed around
them. Not so with the human kind. Man’s desire to mate
can be deferred indefinitely in proportion to how far his
voluntary spirit controls his involuntary promptings. These
promptings are the expression of his physical senses. If he
has not got them completely under the control of his volun
tary spirit, then he is controlled by them, and this is a
state of
HPTRJTU A L DE< KN ERATION.

There an*, of course, other forms of spiritual degeneralion, through the domination of the moral senses, specialised
in the human animal, such as lying and thieving, ‘envy,
hatred, and malice.’ Vanity and selfishness in their many
forms are great, if not the greatest of all, spiritual
degenerators.
Our involuntary expression, when acting through the
unvitiated senses, expresses a mutual interest with the body
for bodily health. But when a body has been diseased by
drugs an active and imperative physical law has been called
into action.
Metaphysicians know that ‘ as it is above so it
is below,’ which means that the laws that rule in the spiritual
world have their corresponding laws in the physical
world and the law that ‘ like attracts like ’ is a physical as
well as a spiritual law. Ami this law holds good with all the
elements that are introduced into the body, be they essential

to health or producers of disease.
The way to take advantage of this condition of things, for
the purpose of spiritually regenerating your senses, is to
voluntarily introduce those elements which your higher or
involuntary intelligence teaches you are essential to health.
Knowing that ‘like attracts like,’you have but to introduce,
when desiring to remove a vicious element, its unlike or
opposite, till the body is saturated with it, when it will in
turn crave for its like.
Besides an involuntary soul,
MAN HAS A VOLUNTARY SPIRIT.

This latter grants to him that divinest of all gifts, free-will,
which makes him a responsible being and privileges him to
develop his own divine soul.
It his involuntary soul which
makes him at one with the Creator of the universe.
It is
this soul development that is the mainspring of all true
spiritual joy.
The Creator of the universe, being the All Good, the All
Wise, the infinitely pure beyond human conception, lias but
one will, that is the involuntary will. The All-Good has not
the power to do both good and evil, and the nearer man
becomes linked with the source of his soul, the less is he able
to do evil ; for evil is contrary to his nature.
Hence the
blessedness of our pri\ ilege of free-will. To be born slaves to
either a wholly voluntary or wholly in voluntary nature, to be
forced like mere animals, by the needs of our body, to deeds
of depredation without compunction, or to be good like a race
of born angels, because we had never met or felt temptation,
would make us mere automata, would level us with animals
or plants as we now find them.
To rob us of our free-will
would be to mb us of our personal I'esponsibility, of our
individuality, and of our chance of eternal life.
THE NECESSITY OF A PURE AND HEALTHY BODY.

Am t he expression of a melody depends upon the perfec
tion of a musical instrument, so the expression of the
involuntary intelligence in man depends upon the perfection
of its instrument, the body. Therefore we should care for
and guard the health of the body, for the sake of the soul.
No musician, be lie ever so skilled, pretends for an instant
to despise the condition of the instrument upon which he
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expresses his melodics. Similarly if the involuntary system
is out of repair, the expression of the involuntary soul is
proportionately marred. Should it not, therefore, la* man's
duty to make his body tho capable instrument of self
regeneration I Perfect health is a thing practically unknown
to man in this age, therefore perfect spiritual expression, up
to human limitation, is equally unknown.
To be absolutely in perfect health individuals should bo
practically unconscious of their body, save as an efficient
servant. A short and happy century should measure but a
part of their time in the body, and their end should bo a
sweet and happy euthanasia.
The question then comes —how can man bring about such
a condition ? This he cannot do absolutely, unless born from
healthy parents, uncontaminated by infantile vaccination,
and otherwise reared from childhood in those conditions that
induce to that state. But, approximately, every individual
can acquire a condition of health. A summary of the rules
to be observed would instruct him to constantly breathe
fresh air, to court the sunlight whenever possible, clothe the
body according to the exigencies of the climate, recognise
the skin to be an exhaling, inhaling, and excretory organ,
requiring air, water, and sunlight, to draw food and drink
from the vegetable kingdom, and refuse to touch anything
taken either from the mineral or animal world. The vegetable
kingdom is nature’s laboratory, through which the elements
of the inorganic kingdom are compounded and organised into
food substances for the use of man and other animals. Take
only that which is essential to the body and avoid super
fluities, for if they be harmless their presence is a drag on
the wheel of life, as they have to be disposed of somehow at
the expense of the energy of the body.
Every grain of
substance, every drop of liquid, taken into the body has its
mission for good or evil. The true physiologist, with his
reason unperverted by what amounts to practical atheism,
can never believe in minerals being aught but injurious
drugs to the system, or that the poisonous principles of
vegetables can ever act curatively. He knows with mathe
matical certainty that there is no excuse or reason for the
presence of such in the animal economy. I do not deny
that assistance can be drawn from the vegetable world for
the purpose of helping Nature in her attempts at eliminat
ing disease, but such aids must be psychometrically tested
and proved to be non-cum illative and non-poisonous to the
human organism, and the natural food of at least one
animal.
Indeed, some foods act specifically in certain
diseases.
(7 o be continued.)
TRANSITION OF AN OLD SPIRITUALIST.

Mr. Hopton, who passed on on the 5th inst., and whose
body was interred in Croydon Cemetery on the 9th, had for
many years taken an active part in Spiritualism. He wrote
under the name of ‘ Arcanus.’ Originally a Swedenborgian, he
afterwards embraced Spiritualism, and wrote a work called
Modern Christianity and Modern Spiritualism.’ He also
published a treatise on the ‘ Atonement from the Spiritualist’s
Point of View,’ and was engaged for some little time with
Mrs. E. H. Britten in a senes of letters pro and con on kindred
subjects in the ‘Two Worlds.’
He has passed on, much to
the regret and sorrow of a large circle of friends at Norwood
at the advanced age of eighty-four, after a few days’ illness.
He occupied a position in' the neighbourhood that will not be
easily filled. Mr. J. Page Hopps conducted the funeral service
at the cemetery.
Mr. J. J. Morse.—Our friend Mr. J. J. Morse left London
on Thursday, by the s.s. Winifred, for New York, whence
he will proceed to Rochester in order to take part in the pro
ceedings of the jubilee which our American friends are about
to celebrate in that city. Mr. Morse takes with him letters of
greetings, to the friends in the United States, from several
of the societies in Great Britain. He proposes to be back in
London in time for the International Congress.

Bloomsbury and Vicinity. —‘Light’ may always be ob
tained of Mackenzie & Co., 81, Endell-street, Shaitesbury&venue.
Lon don (Elephant and Castle).—‘Light’is kept on sale
at Mr. Wirbatz, 18, New Kent-road, S.E.
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The London ‘ Daily Mail ’ is publishing a seriei
articles entitled ‘Typical Churches,’ and the partiC(Ji
‘ typical church ’ dealt with in its issue of May 2nd
the Free Christian Church, Croydon, of which our gfXxi

friend the

Rev. J. Page Hopps is the highly-esteemed

minister. We quote the article at length, as we arc confj
dent that very many of our readers will be pleased to leant
what the ‘ Daily Mail ’ has to say about Mr. Hopps and Iiifl

work:—
‘ Many a man,’ said the minister of the Free Christian
Church, ‘has stood by his own grave, and has read with
disgust or amusement the epitaph that his friends had placed
on the headstone. Of this I am as certain as I am sure that
I see you sitting there.’ A startling utterance, practically a
quotation from one of his own books, but it reveals that
which underlies the teaching of John Page Hopps, the
minister of the Free Christian Church at Croydon.
That Mr. Hopps is a Spiritualist many people know
though of late years he has done little in publicly advoca
ting the doctrines of that body, but he holds to its teaching
none the less tenaciously, for lie argues that if as a preacher
he is to constantly address men and women as spiritual
beings with an eternal destiny, he must have a knowledge of
Spiritual Science, and believe in the existence of spirits that
are at times able to communicate with those on the hither
side of the veil. And, after all, is there much more than a
definition between this and what is meant by the ‘Com
munion of Saints ’ 1
Mr. Hopps has been the minister of the Free Christian
Church at Croydon since 1892. Prior to that he was at
Leicester, of which more anon. It has had a curious history,
has this temple of Unitarianism, situated hard by where
once was an Episcopal palace. The church was founded by
Father Suffiekl, a priest of the Dominican Order, who in 1870,
having left the Roman communion, became the head of a
congregation that met in the little iron room which still
stands in the rear of the present church. Mr. Suffield
remained pastor until 1877, and was succeeded by the Rev.
E. Geldart, an Anglican clergyman who, like Father Suffield,
had sought ‘ broader ways.’ Both these men were
STRONG, SCHOLARLY RATIONALISTS,

and there is little wonder, therefore, that they gathered
around them a cultured body of people belonging to the

U nitarians.
When the Unitarians sought some eight years ago to
organise themselves, and to divide England into provinces,
so that they might provide their churches with some sort of
ecclesiastical machinery of government, the Croydon body
declined to fall in with the arrangement. ‘ It was,’ said Mr.
Hopps, ‘the only church that wouldn’t join, the only bird
that wouldn’t go into the cage.’ It is a curious coincidence
that though Mr. Hopps was almost the only Unitarian
minister who refused to enter the reconstituted communion,
yet this fact had nothing to do with his invitation to
Croydon.
This arose from a series of circumstances that had
happened at Leicester. Most people who go to that town
have seen a large building, ‘ The Floral Hall,’ which 1ms
played many parts ; it has been a skating rink, the home of
promenade concerts and other entertainments. Mr. Hopps
in 1.877 had been called to take charge of the Unitarian
Chapel in Leicester. ‘ It was,’ so lie says, ‘ a dreary little
TEMPLE OF RESPECTABILITY,

150 years old, and boasted a congregation of from one to
two hundred.’ To a man of the temperament of John Page
Hopps the place might have been compared almost to a
strait waistcoat. At any rate he cast longing and frequent
glances at the Floral Hall. Suddenly his mind was made
up, and he took the hall for Sunday services. It was a large
building, holding 4,000 or more, and the undertaking was
great, but the scheme succeeded.
‘1 had,’ said Mr. Hopps, ‘the platform well furnished
with carpet and black and gold furniture, the windows in
the hall were curtained, and the place seated, while we used
to have a lorry load of flowers every Sunday. There was a
voluntary band to lead the service, and all the work of pre
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paring tho hall and storing the thing* away afterwards was
done by a voluntary Ixxly of working men. The service#
were continued for some years, and then, while I was away
in Germany for a holiday, the building wax let over my head.
There was nowhere else to go to in Leicester, and I felt that
I must leave the place. I received the invitation to Croydon,
and accepted it.’
The Free Christian Church at Croydon is a conspicuous
feature from the station. The building is Perpendicular in
design, the style being somewhat domestic in character ;
indeed, the church gives one

though they believe not in the Father whom unknowingly
they serve.
‘Il has no temple/he continued, ‘no priestly order, no
creed, and it needs none.
The truest Church may not be
visible at all. What it will be, what it is, to those who stand
aside from establishments and priests, who feel mentally
and spiritually alone, no tongue can tell.
“ Somewhere,
they will say, “somewhere the kindred spirits live, and love,
and hope, and battle onward, and aspire ; and we, unknown,
are with them.” Such to me/ said Mr. Page Hopps, solemnly,
‘is “Our Father’s Church.”’

THE IDEA OF A COLLEGE CHAPEL

taken out of its environment and dropped down amid villas
of the most villa-like description.
On one side of the front gate is a board, upon which is
painted the following
‘This church is entirely unsectarian. Its trust deed
simply enjoins the public worship of God and the building
up of a pure and righteous life.
‘Its worship is based on the teaching and example of
Jesus, who said, “God is a spirit, and they that worship
Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth.”
‘Its members are not required to express belief in any
formulated creed.
‘ Its minister is asked to be a student, a seeker after
truth, and a help in aspiration and in the service of God and
man.’
The intentions of those who framed this trust deed are
evident, yet it is difficult to see what form of religion—
Christian, Buddhist, or Mahomedan— could not be legally
practised within the church.
The interior is as charming as the exterior. The college
hail still suggests itself. The walls are wainscot ted with
panelled wood, painted green, and the large Perpendicular
windows are filled with tinte d glass, which floods the build
ing with a soft, reposeful light. There are no galleries, but
at one end a platform has been built, in the rear of which is
the organ.

The
ONLY ADORNMENTS

of the walls are a few brasses, chief among which are two,
one to Father Suffield and the other to Mr. Geldart.
Notices are placed in the fine entrance-hall that all the
seats are free, and visitors are therefore reminded that they
should not refrain from giving, seeing that the church is
supported by voluntary subscriptions.
The service is on Nonconformist lines, but the readings
or lessons are not confined to the Holy Scriptures. The
music is exceptionally good, being rendered by a mixed choir
seated behind the pulpit.
The congregation is what would be described as well-todo, and in a quiet way, without flourish of trumpets, carries
on a good deal of charitable work. The Croydon Domestic
Mission is the name given to its efforts in this direction.
Theoretically, this is independent of the church, but practi
cally the two are the same. In connection with the work of
the church and mission, lectures and musical recitals are
given during the winter months in the social hall attached to
the church, the subjects being gathered from all sources.
Wagner, Paris, electricity, Johannesburg have, among much
else, been dealt with during the past few months.
But over and above Mr. Hopps’s actual week-by-week
work at Croydon, he is gradually organising all over the
world a
CURIOUSLY INTIMATE BODY,

intimate, that is, in the relation of members to each other.
Yet these members scarcely ever meet.
‘They are to be
found,’ said Mr. Hopps, ‘in every part of the globe. 1 have
never seen the greater part of them.
I don’t know that I
should wish to see them ; yet they and I are linking our
selves together to make up “ Our Father’s Church.”
‘The first steps towards this were taken at a meeting
held in the Cavendish Rooms on January 31st, 1892.
‘ Does not the name,’ pleaded the preacher, 5 touch the
richest chords I Is it not, in itself, a winning invitation, a
self-evident gospel, and a sufficient confession of faith ?
‘Our Father’s Church has always existed—even when
those who called themselves by His name cast out and per
secuted one another, for all who are sensitive to the presence
of the heavenly powers, and who respond, are the true wor
shippers, who worship God in spirit and in truth, even

THE GIFT OF PROPHECY.

Revelling among Mr. Stead’s ‘Penny Poets/ which are
among the marvels of modern bibliopoly, I lately renewed
acquaintance with ‘ Windsor Forest/ a work of our great
metrical poet, Alexander Pope: and, by the help of Mr.
Stead’s notes, I have been enabled to recognise fully the
very notable power of prophecy—bold, confident prophecies
—of that remarkable individuality, which have already
come to pass, and to which we, all of us, can now already
bear witness. Indeed, such a batch of understandable
prognostication, within the area of half a page, is hard to
be found elsewhere. Writing in the time of Queen Anne
and Marlborough, he prognosticates another ‘ British
Queen/ under whom most, if not all, of these prognosticated
wonders have now already accrued. He wrote, in allusion
to Whitehall Palace, just then begun by Inigo Jones,

thus:—
‘ I see, I see, where two fair cities bend
Their ample bow, a new Whitehall ascend ’.
There kings shall sue, and suppliant States be seen
Once more to bend before a British Queen.'

Then he prognosticates Free Trade for England, and more
than hints at the Suez Canal:—
‘The time shall come when, free as seas or wind,
Unbounded Thames shall flow for all mankind:
Whole nations enter with each swelling tide,
And seas but join the regions they divide/
He even seems to prognosticate the ultimate success of
Panama:—

‘ Earth’s distant ends our glory shall behold,
And the new world launch forth to seek the old.’
He tells, too, of how, in Victoria’s time, men would seek
the North Pole, and, anyhow, get to know more about cold
regions than they did in his day:—

‘ Tempt icy seas, where scarce the waters roll,
Where clearer flames glow round the frozen pole.’
But Pope does not stop at the prowess and navigation of
Victoria’s people; he also pre-criticises the new formation
of her ships. ‘ He sees,’ moreover, and he prophesies, also,
concerning the extinction of slavery, so rife in his own
day
‘Then ships of uncouth form shall stern the tide,
And feathered people crowd my wealthy side.
O stretch thy rein, fair Peace ’ from shore to shore,
Till conquest cease, and slavery be no more?

Slavery is already well-nigh conquered. But whether
Peace has come with our ‘ ships of uncouth form ’ is another
question.
Wm. R. Tomlinson, M.A.
Captain C. Pfoundes.—Referring to a periodical an
nounced some time agoiri ‘ Light as about to be started in
Japan, Captain Pfoundes now writes that * pending the
settlement of copyright and publishing law affecting
periodicals in Japan owned by foreigners, under the revised
treaties coming into force next year, the issue of the pro
jected periodical has been necessarily deferred, and in the
meantime the promoter, C. Pfoundes, Rita no Maehl, Kobe,
Hiogo, Japan, will be glad to correspond with anyone
interested in Oriental affairs who will send stamps for p.~tage of reply.’

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

‘An Inquikeu.’—Wc shall be happj to meet v..ur wishes it
you will kindly turnish us with your name and address
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‘grounds of hope for immortality,’ could begin by practi
cally saying : We are all ignorant about it—or fools.
But Mr. \ oysev has one ground of hope, and, apparently
only one. He throws himself upon the mercy and Jove of
God, and he thinks he is safe. Il seems a great deal, but

in reality, it is very little, for he bluntly says: ‘We are
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MR. VOYSEY’S ‘GROUNDS OF HOPE.’

One of Mr. Voysey’s latest sermons has attracted our
attention, if only for the sake of its subject: ‘ Grounds of

hope for immortality.’ 4 The very thing we all want 1 ’ we
said, and forthwith sat down to our feast. But the opening
sentence was a damper: ‘1 am frequently asked to preach
on the subject of Life after Death: and I wonder why
anxiety should be felt as to the opinions which anyone may
hold upon the subject, seeing that we are all in total
ignorance, and all opinions must necessarily be speculative.’
On reading that, we paused. Was it worth while going
on ?
If this somewhat conspicuous teacher of religion
begins his setting-forth of the ‘ grounds of hope ’ by telling
us that he is ‘in total ignorance,’ and that he wonders why
anyone should care to know what he thinks about it, why
on earth did he open the doors, and invite us in, only to
hear him yawn ?

But, turning over the leaf, we find that Mr. Voysey,
after all, has something to say, or, at all events, that he
thinks it ‘ eminently desirable ’ someone should say some
thing concerning ‘the rational grounds for a hope of im
mortality.’ Now ‘ the rational grounds ’ ought to mean a
great deal. ‘Rational grounds’should include, for instance,
the beliefs of all ages, the records of all classical religious
books, especially the Bible, the testimony of great spiritual
seers as the creators or revivers of the religions of the
world, the suggestions of Evolution, the revelations of
modem science concerning the unseen universe and its
possibilities, and the all-time experiences of mankind in its
direct intercourse with spirit-people.
But Mr. Voysey docs not appear to know or care any
thing about these ‘ grounds of hope.’ Of the last-named,
indeed, he says flatly: ‘ Theism has nothing to do with
speculations as to the phenomena of Spiritualism.’ Now
what can be the earthly use of talking like that ? Who
wants ‘speculations as to phenomena’? We want know
ledge and facts; and, with all respect to Mr. Voysey, we
venture to say that if he would only speculate less and
examine more he would almost certainly enlarge the very
limited area of his ‘ rational hopes.’ It is an old saying and
a true one, that an ounce of fact is worth a ton of theory :
and Mr. Voysey’s case, as set forth in this sermon, is an
almost pathetic proof of it. If, for instance, he had known,
•as he might long ago have known, the elementary facts of

Spiritualism, it would have been impossible for him to
commence a sermon, on such a thrilling subject, with the

cold and depressing remark we quoted above. There are
thousands of obscure people in England who, from their
hearts, would pity the poor preacher who, in presenting his

at the mercy of God ; we are helplessly dependent on the
Author and Giver of our lives, on His goodwill towards iu
and on His judgment of what is best for each and for all.
In regard to this latter point we can know nothing what
soever.’ This, after all, is only another confession of utter

ignorance. In fact, while, in this very sermon, he rails at
the agnostic, he is almost an abject agnostic himself, con
fessing that he knows nothing—not even God’s intention

about putting him utterly out of existence.

And wc sav

‘ abject ’ because he not only professes utter ignorance, but
adds : ‘ I should not dare wish for a future life if I knew
that it was against His Will.’ God is a sort of tremendous
Eastern monarch, and Mr. Voysey, knowing nothing of
His intentions, simply puts his neck under His splendid
and almighty heel, having no other wish than that He
should do as He pleases. And that is his only ‘ ground of

hope.’ And then he concludes his sermon with the per
fectly astounding remark that his ‘hope for the life to
come, not only for myself but for all men likewise,’ ‘is

based on scientific grounds, and defended in a scientific
method.’ It is difficult to believe we are not dreaming.
But perhaps the oddest thing of all is that Mr. Voysey
gives one excellent reason for belief in immortality, only
to immediately offer it as a burnt offering to his God, about
whose intentions he can say nothing. He says :—

I am a thinking being . . I am a moral being
. . I know also with a certainty that I have within me
a loving heart. . . There are millions quite as loving
.as I am, and very likely other millions who are more loving
still. . . And it all comes to this : that we men, if we
could, would perfectly develop all the noblest parts of man’s
nature. . . All we lack is the power ana the wisdom
requisite. . . A human being cannot possibly attain this
full perfection within the limits of earthly life. . . The
highest and purest and noblest aspirations of the soul of
man will be frustrated entirely unless there be a life to come.
Now all that is excellent; and, if Mr. Voysey stood by
it and relied upon it, and drew from it the logical conclu
sion, it would, in a way, be scientific. But he does not. He
thinks it possible that his glorious God may snuff him and
all the millions out—and he is perfectly willing. He thinks
this God may ‘ frustrate the highest and purest and noblest
aspirations of the soul,’ and bring to a horribly wasteful
and insane end all that He seems to have been leading up
to : and, if He so wills it, Mr. Voysey tells us he would not

‘ dare wish ’ for anything else.
But Mr. Voysey will tell us that this abject agnosticism
is accompanied by absolute faith in God’s good-will, and
the confidence that He will do what is best for us. We do
not see the ‘grounds of hope’ for that. We have only
Mr. Voysey’s word for it: for, if everything is so painfully
uncertain, and if God is possibly going to bring about the
frustration and the wreck which Mr. Voysey says He may,
for all he knows, then the evidence of His perfect good-will
will need a great deal of proving. Ah, but, says Mr.
Voysey, God loves me, and He would be unhappy without
me. We arc afraid we do not see that.
But we will give
him the benefit of his own statement of that curious
‘ ground of hope ’:—
His goodness and love must be greater than mine. He
must love me better than I could love myself. But if I
understand tow at all, especially such love as a mother and
father feel for their children, and if I ascribe fatherly love
to God, then I confidently assert that He will not part with
me ; that 1 am precious in His sight, and for very love He
will not lose me. It is not a question of my deserts, of
being worthy or unworthy of immortal life; but a simple
'question whether He loves me as much as we love our
children, ft must ever be remembered that we, as animal

ntfenta> love the bodies of our children, and would never
• _t from them if we could help it- God i* not the father
of our bodies, but of im, *
/., our souls, and if He loves us
really« He will never part from us.
We are afraid that is only poetry and rhetoric, standing
ns it does here. Moreover, we very much doubt whether
analogies drawn from earthly parentage can be pushed as
far as that. God does some amazing things, and in awfully
impersonal ways; and we recommend our readers to do all
they (an to strengthen their faith by experiment, on those
scientific grounds and by those scientific methods which

Mr. Voysey mentioned only to avoid.

THE

SUBSTANTIALITY

OF

SOUL.

TRANSCENDENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.

By ‘Qu.kstor Vit.k*
{Continued from page 221.)

It is evident.from the remarks made on p. 69, showing
that the integration of vitality carrying different octaves of
vibration and constituting a correlate reacting organ (or
vital phonograph) is the precondition of different modes or
degrees of perception, that this process of soul-shedding and
soul-reconstitution in a higher mode, is a necessary feature
in the process of becoming, in evolving, by egress and
ingress, from state to state in our universe.
It is our vital mind-soul that constitutes the basis and
conditioning ground of reaction in perception.
If this
reacting organ were not shed, then the same forms of
experience would be presented in every sphere er state of
being into which selves ingress in their becoming.
The
shedding and re-integration of soul, in every transition from
plane to plane is, therefore, not only the cause of discreted
modes of being, but also of various consecutively higher
states and forms of experience in our universe. The maxim
that to save your soul you must lose it is, therefore, pro
foundly true, in more ways than one.
As already stated, these soul-transmutations and transi
tions of selves are determined by the a priori processus of
the Solar-Self flowing within them, which, again, is the
processus of the Universal Self, who thus determines con
tinuous change in new and ever higher states of being and
forms of experience in His-Her derivative selves. As every
self is connected with and comprised in the Universal Self
by this central and determining process flowing through his
or her central nucleus, it is evident that no soul can ever
be lost (without entailing the limitation and imperfec
tion of the Universal Self, which is impossible), while
all go through consecutive deaths and rebirths, or
egress and ingress, from state to state within the SolarSelf, as must similarly occur with regard to cells in
our organisms, and to our soul. As the cells in our
organisms constitute the several planes thereof by trans
mutation in their becoming, so must the derivative selves in
the Kolar-Self constitute the several states or modes of
being therein under the constitution, guidance, and
determination of the vital processus of the Solar-Self, which
ever flows through their central nucleus or spiritual hearts
and is their sole Reality.
*

* It must not be forgotten here that our physical and psychical
organisms stand to our spiritual nucleus or true spirit-soul, as our own
particular universe within, and integrated from, the macrocosm. Our
spiritual nucleus stands to our own universe (organism) as the sun does
to the macrocosm, and is the radiating centre of communicated life and
light. Our microcosniic organism is the basis and ground of the internal
reactions of our central spirit-soul or seif, and in relation to the latter
may be said to be part of the not-self, though comprised by integration
within the sphere of, and permeated by, our selfhood, similarly the
planetary worlds may be said to constitute the physical orgauism of the
spiritual sun or Solar-Self, and in their relation to the latter, to be the
portion of the not-self which has been integrated within the special
sphere of our Solar-Self, and is as much permeated, directed and con
trolled by the Solar-Self, as our own organisms are by our own particular
selves
While the planets constitute the physical organism and basis of
reaction (not-self) in the Solar-Self, it is through selves in different states
of spiritual becoming or evolution (and consequently planes of being)
that the self-consciousness of the Solar-Self functions. These selves (in
the several planes) are all as much interrelated and interconnected by a
vital processus as are the neurones or nerve cells in man's nervous system.
Our microcosmic nervous system or processus of consciousness illustrate?
the planes of sensor-motor external relations or being ; psychical internal

Dual-unity is implicit in the processus of the Universal.
As consciousness is normal anil intra-normal ; self-conscious
and sub-conscious ; waking and sleeping ; volitional and
involuntary ; subjective and objective, spiritual and soular,
or masculine and feminine, *.e., intelligent and affectional;
so have we also a physical and a psychical, a material and
a substantial soul-body ; an outer and an inner form. As
the earth has its physical globe and its etheric world-soul,
so have we. So planetary existence includes external and
internal inodes of being : conscious and sub-conscious stages
through which all selves must pass, both in descending here
and in returning.
•Selves descend through the earth’s sub-conscious world
soul in an elementary, germic, sub-conscious state, and enter
into the sleep of gestation or embryonic state, in which
physical matter is attracted and gradually integrated into
their forms, and relations with the physical world thus

established.
The physical body may therefore be said to be a soul in
physical mode, as it is the basts of all reactions with the

physical world.
The physical organism disintegrates when the power to
inhale and exhale vitality from the etheric world-soul within
the atmosphere and thereby of generating cells within itself,
ceases under the determination of the a priori processus of
the Solar-Self through its heart; when the self no longer
interiorises the etheric not-self. The psychic self, carrying
soul and spirit, then leaves its physical shell, but remains
connected therewith by a bio-magnetic cord or circuit, to
which the umbilical cord corresponds, till all the psychic
vitality has been indrawn from the physical cells of the
*
organism.
A certain consciousness may continue in the
psychic form till the connecting link that binds it to its
physical remains, and thereby the physical plane, is severed.
This period varies in individual cases. \\ hen that is accom
plished and the vital cord is dissolved, then the psychic self
enters into a state of gestation ; of reconstruction, which is
equivalent on the ascending circuit to what the embryonic
stage represents on the descending or involving circuit of
becoming.
In both cases this is an involuntary, sub
conscious state, as is illustrated in the life of the human
embryo and its precedent elemental.
It should be borne
in mind, in this connection, that the sympathetic nervous
system is that pertaining to the sub-consciousness, and
tile whole organism of the embryo, including the brain,
is built up from and through the solar-plexus which
pertains to the sympathetic.
The cerebellum and cere
brum are sequential, subsidiary developments in physio
logical order.
The cerebrum, or organ of the future
personal self-consciousness, which will be gradually de
veloped, is therefore built up while the self is in a sub
conscious, involuntary state. It is evidently not built by the
sub-conscious being ; self-conscious personal awareness or distinguishing
and distinctifying fcr-selfness ; unifying, identifying, equilibrating,
integral consciousness. These states become macrocosmic planes of being
to the derivative selves, when these modes of consciousness nnfold suc
cessively into developed functioning within them, microcosmically. It is
by this process within the derivative selves that these states are con
stituted into planes of being within the Solar-Self, and that the SolarSelf ‘becomes,’ or evolves.
The organs representing the special functioning of life and light, or
love and intelligence (heart and syinpithetic; head and sen sor-motor )t are
divided and discreted in selves in personal states, but re unite in conscious
inter action in equilibrated states of dual-unity or individuality.
This illustrates that we stand to the Solar-Self as the vital cells of
our organisms do to us; that we are as much dependent on and deter
mined by the Solar-Self as the physical and psychical cells of our
organisms are dependent on our own vital processus.
* The double which is exteriorised during embodied life is a projection
from the sou), but does not carry man's conscience or nucleus with it.
This remains embodied in his organism; otherwise he would die. The
perceptions of the double consequently react in his embodied conscious
ness, though the appearance often is that the double is more conscious
than the body, as the former looks sometimes from outside at its own
body, which it sees lying entrancedin lethargy. But this only occurs by
an extension or projection of conscious perception, and such perception
necessitates a reaction between man’s personal cerebral consciousness,
and the nucleus of his spiiitual self in his heart; consequently the
experiences of the double react in his embodied psychic consciousness,
but usually do not emerge into his waking, normal self-consciousness,
and are legiatered in his secondary or sub-consciousness. The difference
between the temporary exteriorisation of a double and the psychic form
permanently exteriorised at death, is that the former does not carry man’s
nucleus or true selfhood, while the latter does so.
This exteriorisation from man, which may be intromitted into psychic
or inner-personal planes, according to the mode of the vitality constitut
ing it (and even to yet inner planes), has often been miscalled his spirit.
That ia incorrect; the spirit remains in his body, in its nucleus. The
projection.is a portion of his \ ital soul, an 1, like all vilalitv, is positive
and negative or carries it own spiritual and substantial significations.
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will of the embryo consequently ; it is built under the deter
mining processus of the Universal Self, flowing through it
from within, in accord with the special conditions of psychic
heredity presented, and is conditioned thereby so far as
psychic and physical planes are concerned, but not further.
The child is only conscious, sentient, when born : the
realisation of selfhood, of ndJ-consciousness, is only gradually
developed by experiences of reactions with its surroundings
and by feelings and emotions within itself, developing the
awareness of distinction, of insulated forselfness, within the
a priori self.
The relations with surroundings entail
stimuli transmitted along the nerves to the cerebrum, and
entailing psychic and molecular reactions and vibrations,
accompanied by consciousness. The a priori self learns thus
to distinguish itself from the not-self surrounding it and
from other selves. Yet the nervous or vital mechanism for
these insulated, distinguished reactions was built up through
the mechanism of the sub-consciousness. The re-unifying
integrating consciousness, by which the derivative self re
identifies itself with its prim and with the Universal, is a
later development.
That the psychic stage above referred to in the descend
ing and re-ascending process of becoming, pertains to the
sub-consciousness, is further confirmed by the fact that the
sphere occupied corresponds in planetary existence to what
the psychic sub-consciousness represents in man.
It is
similar, in its relation to planetary life, to the temporary
indrawal of external relations with the outer world which
occurs nightly during personal sleep, but constitutes the
permanent instead of temporary indraw’al from earth states.
It is not one of awakened self-consciousness, consequently,
but one of somnambulism, both quiescent or active.
{To be continued.)
‘A

BOOK

OF

IMAGES.’*

This volume constitutes a new departure in spiritual art.
The author is not a ‘ medium ’ in the ordinary acceptation
of the term: he is never ‘controlled’; his hand is not guided
apart from his own volition ; but in full waking conscious
ness he sees with the spiritual eye, and depicts in artistic
form the symbols which he beholds. We have here a selec
tion of twenty-four ‘ images,’ taken from a large number of
similar productions. They are remarkable, not only for
their beauty of outline, but for the deep symbolism which
underlies them ; and this symbolism the student will recog
nise more and more, as his intuition becomes more and more
developed. One of the most remarkable pictures is ‘The
Angel of Death,’ whose countenance is at once pitiless and
full of pity ; implying that Death, though inexorable, is yet
the best friend to the spiritual aspirant—until death is at
length transcended by evolution. Another significant draw
ing is ‘ Be Strong,’ representing a knight in full armour
meditating on the work he has to do, but waiting in passivity
until the Divine Voice calls him to the combat against falsity
and evil.
In the third volume of ‘The Secret Doctrine,’ p. 213,
Madame Blavatsky records how Socrates and Ovid un
wittingly divulged some of the Sacred Mysteries; adding,
‘There have been comparatively modern instances of poets
unconsciously revealing in their verses so much of the hidden
knowledge as to make even Initiates suppose them to be
fellow Initiates, and come to talk to them on the subject.
This only shows that the sensitive poetic temperament is
sometimes so far transported beyond the bounds of ordinary
sense as to get glimpses into what has been impressed on the
Astral Light.’ Mr. Horton has unconsciously verified this
assertion in his own person, for the symbol entitled, ‘ The
Path to the Moon’ bears a startling resemblance to a certain
Rosicrucian diagram.
The value of this volume is enhanced by an instructive
preface from the pen of Erin’s mystic bard, Mr. W. B. Yeats.
Resukgam.
Melbourne, Australia.—‘ Light’ may be obtained from
Mr. W. H. Terry, Austral Buildings, Coll ins-street, E.

* 1 A Book of Image0.’ Drawn by W, T. Horton and Introduced by
W B Yeats. London : The Unicorn Press, 7, Cecil-court, St. Martin'slane, W.C. 2s. Gd. net.
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A

USEFUL SLOGGER.

Mr. Moses Hull, whom we should like to sec in London

is the champion humourist and slogger of American
Spiritualists: but the slogger predominates.
His hitting
is tremendous: but, though he often excites our wonder

and sometimes even flutters our propriety, we always feel
that his hitting is as true as it is tremendous.
It appears that there is a second Talmage in the field,—
father and son, and that the son is, if possible, outdoing his
father in ‘ language.’
This is just a case for Moses; so
here, in ‘The Light of Truth,’ we have a show worth look
ing at. Here are a few glimpses :—
These two gentlemen seem to have been on a strife to see
which could say the most outrageous, contradictory and
inconsistent things.
At the last round, the son proved to
have inherited more than his father’s inconsistencies, and
was supposed to be somewhere about three laps ahead.
The reverend gentleman, who, one would suppose, must
have been controlled by some kind of dis-em-bottled spirits,
said :—
‘Spiritualism means that your loved ones, who once
walked, talked and slept and ate and laughed and cried with
you, have so soon forgotten their home that they no longer
love sunshine, but will sneak about in the dark gruesome
panelled room talking to a rascally medium, who will parade
her ghosts and practise her tricks and abominations. And
the more you moan and cry the more she will distort your
diseased and agonised imagination, until at last you become
stark mad. So cruel, so heartless, so fiendish and so devilish
are the actions of the medium that, not only is it high time
for the law to step in, but it is also a more important fact that
this city realises that there are scores of the leprous rascals
peddling their accursed doctrines at our very doors. May
the wrath of an outraged public blast them even as they
would curse us. And yet, my friends, that earth and heaven
are in constant communication there can be, and there is, no
doubt.’
That closing sentence, that ‘ Heaven and earth are in
constant communication there can be, and there is, no
doubt,’ deserves notice. Will this Rev. Railer please tell his
hearers where, outside of Spiritualism, this communion can
be enjoyed ?
Now will he, in his next sermon, please explain how it is
that Spiritualism, which demonstrates this ‘ constant com
munication’ of which he speaks, means that your loved ones,
who once walked, talked and slept and laughed and cried
with you, have so soon forgotten their home? Does their
‘ constant communication ’ demonstrate it? Where did his
reverence study logic ?
According to this Talmagean explanation of Spiritualism,
no wonder he thinks you no longer ‘love sunshine,’ but
prefer to ‘ sneak around in the dark ’!
Now, so far as Spiritualism is concerned, not one
hundredth part of it occurs in the dark. But suppose the
phenomena all occurred in the dark, would that prove the
spirits all sneaks ? If so what a sneak this young preacher’s
God must be!
He ‘ dwells in the thick darkness.’
I. Kings viii. 12.
How sneakingly God spoke the ten commandments ‘ in
the thick darkness where God was ’! Ex. xx. 21.
Angels sneaked around and gave Paul night stances.
Acts xxiii. 11, xxvii. 23, and xvi. 25, 26.
A naughty angel sneaked one night and let Peter out of
prison. Acts xii. 6-7.
Jesus sneaked out to the sea and took a walk on the
water in the night. Matt. xiv. 25.
He, with three of his disciples, sneaked up into a
mountain one night and held a seance with Moses and Elias.
Luke ix. 28-37.
Here I might let his reverence rest, but I cannot quit him
until I expose his leading motive. Now he thinks ‘ it is high
time for the law to step in.’ Sure enough ! This is ever the
last resort of tyrants. When argument fails, then it is high
time to invoke the right arm of the civil power.
Spiritualists ! such talk precedes action ; these fellows
aim not so particularly against Spiritualism as against human
liberty.
When they get the law they are looking for, they
will ask for and get more.
These Talrnagean theologues lack but one thing, and that
is power. Let us be on guard, lest all that is left of religious
liberty be lost.
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LYCEUM OF LONDON.

We make the following extracts from the report, just
published, of the first year’s work of this society :—

The society was started in May, 1897, for the purpose of
bringing together persons interested in promoting or practis
ing psychic development in all its phases. The chief work
of the society, so far, has been to organise a kind of school
for psychic culture by means of reunions on Wednesdays,
strictly limited to persons who come to practise for them
selves, and not to observe in others the gifts of thought
projection and reception, and automatic and subliminal
states of consciousness.
Subsidiary to this, opportunities
have also been established for the study of kindred subject?,
like chose of hypnotism and palmistry. Since the establish
ment of the society, ninety-eight members have been
registered.
There have been held fifty-one reunions for
psychic exercise, thirty-three lecturesand classes in mesmer
ism, seven in phrenology, thirty in palmistry, and ten extra
development classes.
Considering the limited capability of the present
accommodation, the society may congratulate itself on the
results of the first year’s work, and the director is much
indebted to the hearty support of the scheme which he has
received from the members.
Although during the coming year we intend to continue
working on the same lines, we still hope that opportunities
for further expansions may present themselves, and, there
fore, are still prepared to welcome as members any persons
who are interested in encouraging a development of these
human faculties. Admission to the reunions, as heretofore,
will be limited strictly to members desiring practice.
Members, whose yearly subscriptions commenced last
May, are reminded that their subscriptions are now due
again, and may be remitted by postal order, or paid at any
reunion.
The following are the arrangements foi the summer
term
Wednesdays, 4.30 to 6 p.m.—Reunion of the Society for
School of Psychic Culture ; 7.15 to 8^5 p.m., second reunion
for School of Psychic Culture.
But on the evenings of
the first Wednesday in June and July, the object of the
meeting will be chiefly to bring together members interested
in obtaining impressions on photographic plates by psychic
methods. All interested in photography are invited to
attend on these occasions, and to bring with them packets
of unexposed plates or cameras. All development of plates
must be done by members at their private residence, but the
director invites the aid of any expert who will undertake
to develop plates for members who have not means for doing
so at home.
Admission to reunions free to all registered
members who sign the conditions of attendance.
Friends
may be brought not more than once without registration.
First reunion, May 11th. Last reunion, July 20th.
Tuesdays, 5 to 6.30 p.m.—Extra development class con
ducted by Mr. Frank Randall.
This class is specially
arranged for those members who prefer the conditions of
small gatherings.
As Mr. Randall gives his time pro
fessionally, a charge of Gd. is made for each attendance.
Members may also introduce friends personally or by letter
addressed to Mr. Randall.
The mesmeric instruction will
be suspended during the summer term. First class, May loth.
Last class, July 19th.
Thursdays,from May 12th to July 21st, inclusive.—After
noons, 4.30 to 6 p.m. : Miss Beata’s attendance, when
she will give psychometrical replies to questions, mental or
otherwise, and delineations by palmistry, in turn to her
visitors. Fee, Is. Open to members or friends of members.
She is also at home at her private residence, 32, Rich-terrace,
Richmond-road, Earl’s Court, on Tuesdays, at 7.15 p.m.
Fee, 2s. 6d. Private interviews by arrangement.
Thursday evenings, 7.30 to 9 p.m.:—Mr. Baldwin’s phren
ology class. Fee, Gd. Open to members or any of the public.
The course will consist of a series of practical lectures upon
methods of ascertaining character, and the art of character
reading will be thoroughly explained. Each student will
receive personal instruction in manipulation, and for thi<
purpose it is proposed to demonstrate upon one of the mem
bers of the class each evening. Mr. Baldwin may be con

sulted after each lecture, when he will Ixj prepared to give
private delineations of character to those who may wish to
avail themselves of this opportunity. The study of phren
ology is an invaluable means of self-culture.
Mondays, between 3 and 6.30 p.m., from May 10th
to July 18th, inclusive.—Lessons in the science of the hand
will be given by ‘ Elster.’ ‘Ulster’s’ method is as follows :
He makes a sketch of the pupil’s own hand on paper, and
explains the meaning of each line verbally. He then takes
the sketch home, and draws it artistically in a large chart,
with the meanings of each line written down. His fee for
the pencil sketch and verbal delineation only is 2s. Gd., but
with the chart and written delineation, 5s.
Applicants for admission to the society are informed
that the only qualifications are a sincere sympathy with the
objects of the society, and the registration of their names
with the director, with the payment of a fee of 2s. Gd. a
term, or 5s. a year, towards the expenses, which are other
wise guaranteed by the director. There are three terms a
year—the Lent, summer, autumn—of about ten weeks
each.
Address—F. W. Thurstan, M.A., 17, Buckingham Gate
mansions, 42, James-street, Buckingham Gate, M estminster,

S.W.
NOTES

FROM

FOREIGN

REVIEWS.

The current number of the ‘ Revue Scientifique et Morale
du Spiritisme ’ publishes the following account of a curious
phenomenon of psychic photography obtained by M. Fonte
nelle, of Vouziers :—
‘On March 1st, 1898, M. and Madame Fontenelle and
their family were entertaining to dinner their friends and
neighbours, Dr. Fauque and Commandant Tegrad. In the
course of the conversation the name of the great- chemist,
Chevreul, was mentioned, and many details about his per
sonality, his mode of life, and his scientific work were
furnished by Commandant Tegrad.
1M. Fontenelle and the Commandant having some experi
ence in the photographing of magnetic radiations, and all
those present being most interested in the subject, a little
experimenting took place later in the evening. Each person
operated separately. M. Fontenelle placed his fingers on
the glass side of his plate immersed in the developing bath,
the gelatine thus touching the bottom of the white china
tray, and allowed lamin, time of contact. After washing
and examining all the plates, he discovered that a coloured
deposit had remained in his developing tray: but attributing
this to the dissolving of the gelatine, he took little notice of
it. The next morning, however, when cleaning the trays,
he found that the colouration was an impression, most, dis
tinct and beautifully tinted, of a very old man's head.
Commandant Tegrad, summoned in haste, declared that it
was “ uncommonly like Chevreul.” With some trouble he
succeeded in obtaining a photograph of the centenarian
scientist from a bookseller in Vouziers, and the comparison
revealed the perfect likeness of the image upon the tray. In
each of the corners other heads were also visible, delicately
coloured, but less clear than the central impression. It may
be remembered that an important part of Chevreul s
researches dealt with the study of colours, their contrasts,
their mode of mixing, their gradation of tints, &c.*
The report is signed by the six persons who took part in
the experiment and witnessed the unexpected result.

Some French and German journals have much to say on
the subject of ‘ clocks and watches stopping at the time of
death.’ A great many cases have been collected and brought
forward. In ‘ Psychische Studien,’ Professor F. Maier, of the
Tubingen University, speculates about the probable causes
of the phenomenon; whether it may be due to the sudden
rupture of a magnetic connection, or to the shock of etheric
vibrations. Occurrences of such character take place too
frequently, he thinks, to be attributed to ‘coincidence.’

Another new monthly review, ‘O Fim de Seculo,’ for the
propaganda of ‘ Socialism, Cosmopolitanism, and Spiritual
ism,’ has lately been issued in Sao-Paolo, Brazil. It is
printed in Portuguese and in Italian, and is to be distributed
gratuitously.
The Society d Etudes Psycbiques, in Geneva, has pub
lished, in the form of a neat pamphlet-, a translation, from
‘ Light,’ of Mr. Haweis’ sermon on ‘The Tendencies of
Modern Spiritualism,’ with a well-written preface.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

The Editor /.< not responsible for opinions er/tressed by corre
spondentsand sometimespublisheswhat he does not(tyree with
for the purpose ofpresenting views that ma ye! wit discussion.

Mr. d’Odiardi and Dr. Baraduc.
Sir,—I read in ‘Light’ of April 30th that Dr. Baraduc
‘desires to refute the statement which appeared on p. 139 of
“Light” (March 19th), that he had asked to In* allowed to
use some of Mr. d’Odiardi’s apparatus? I L>eg to state that
the passage referred to was copied from Dr. Baraducs own
letters, written in 1888 and 1889, when he was introduced to
me through Dr. Havent, of Brussels, who had been shortly
before introduced to me by the editor of the ‘ Lancet,' after
the insertion in that paper (issue of September 29th, 1888)
of an article and diagram of my pneumodynamometer for
the treatment of the lungs and heart.
I enclose some
quotations from letters from Dr. Baraduc addressed to me.
These letters are long letters—and he wrote many. They
have been read by Mr. Arthur Lovell and by Mr. J. B.
Pennington, Civil Service, Madras, retired, 23, Trebovirroad, S.W., who published, in ‘ 1890,’ in a small book, an
extract from a letter of Dr. Baraduc’s, addressed to me.

Here is the cutting from that book :
Dr. Baraduc, of Paris, applied to Professor d’Odiardi for
the loan of one of his apparatus from a celebrated Parisian
constructor, and also for instructions how to use it in a case
of an ovarian tumour which could not be extracted on
account of age. He wrote after ten days that the tumour
had been much reduced w’ith the magneto-voltaic battery.
He also wrote : ‘ I am fitting up a new establishment for
electric treatment, and hope I shall have all your instruments
in it?
Dr. Baraduc can hardly have thought of denying facts
already published, and contained in letters written by him.
At all events, the question is now settled, and the public is
able to judge. I have ceased, for many years, to communi
cate to the doctor any improvement in my apparatus, so
that he has remained at the same point. Fortin's magneto
metre has no connection whatever with my apparatus, ‘ the
Register of Cerebral Forces? whuJi
no contact, and may
be moved by looking at it from a distance of twenty feet.
Apparatus which require contact lead to no conclusion.
E. S. d’Odiardi.
[It is evident that Mr. d’Odiardi has mistaken the purport
of our article in ‘Light’ of April 30th. The extracts
w’hich he sends us from Dr. Baraduc’s letters refer to
his (Mr. d’Odiardi’s) magneto-galvanic apparatus ; but
our article of April Both referred to Dr. Baraduc’s
biometre, which, we are assured, is in no sense a copy of
Mr. d’Odiardi’s ‘ Register of Cerebral Forces, but is the
magnetometre invented by the Abb? Fortin and some
what modified by Chardin.—Ed. ‘ Light.*]

Dr. Baraduc’s Biometre.
Sir,— Seeing the various statements concerning Dr.
Baraduc’s biometre, I write to confirm the assertion that it
is none other than the late Abbe Fortin’s Magnetometre
Atmoeph^rique, modified by Chardin.
During my recent
residence in Paris, I not only obtained one of the Abb?
Fortin s inteiesting instruments, but also after considerable
-labour and search obtained a copy of the Abba’s original
‘ Patent Specification * relating to the same.
That the power of the instrument to gauge the magnetic
state of a subject or patient was known by the Abbe
himself, is shown in the following extract from his specifica
tion, fourth section, entitled, ‘The object and manner of
using the Magnetometre? which I translate for the con
venience of English reader* :
‘The instrument is designer! to obtain a knowledge of the
free magnetism in nature, with its ever changing intensity,
either atmospheric, terrestrial, or animal*

‘ Besides these influences, when we approach a magnet, or
the hand of a person, the condenser immediately begins to
charge itself.’
From these brief extracts, it will be seen that the late
Abb£ was the discoverer also of the power of his instrument
to register vital magnetic radiations, and t herefore this is not
a later discovery at all. In fact, the specification covers »
great deal of ground ami exhibits deep reasoning and
thought.

[May |
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A little later on 1 will endeavour to send a phot
the instrument with a fuller description, also the
^ulUof
some of my own experiments with it, which an
9 n,,t yet
quite complete.
However, in tli<* meantime I h
°P® tlmi
this short oommunication will be of some interest.
A. W. LAuNhY>
60, Viaduet-road, Brighton.

Female Vanity and Cruelty to Birds.
Sik,

While regretting the tone adopted by your ooih>.
spondent, Mr. .1. II. Simpson, on the above question, l r|(|
not think the matter will be mended greatly by those wom^
writers who attempt- to shield their own sex b,v shifting t|lp
blame on to the shoulders of men. Undoubtedly bothsexei
are guilty, the* men who kill birds for sport and the Woujsq
who wear them for adornment, but it seems to mo that it js
women’s place to move first in this matter, as it is to them
that the world looks to lead tin* way in the path ot meroy

and gentleness.
Why do not the thoughtful and merciful of both sexei
unite in trying to remedy this evil, ami, resolving not
kill or hurt any living creature needlessly nor destroy any
beautiful thing,’ strive each to influence their own sex,
instead of pointing out the errors of the other 1
As regards the statement of one of your correspondents
that few real feathers are worn, and that aigrettes are mostly
made of whalebone, I am afraid she is under a pleasing delu
sion, as witness the enclosed cutting which I send you for
publication.
H.
Holden.
Holly Bank, Erdington.
A strong appeal has been issued by the Society for the
Protection of Birds, and signed by Mr. Sydney Buxton,once
more directing attention to the cruelty necessarily involved
in procuring tne ‘osprey ’ plumes, lhe matter was ventila
ted some time ago in the columns of the ‘ rimes, when bn
William Flower, the director of the natural history depart
ment of the British Museum, repudiated as ‘a monstrous
fiction ’ the suggestion, invented, no doubt, to satisfy the
consciences of easy-going customers, that the ‘ osprey h
aigrettes,and feathers of all birds,are manufactured, and are
not the plumage of birds at all. Sir W illiam examined
numbers of such plumes worn by ladies, who prided them
selves on their humanity, and in every case lie found them
to be genuine egret feathers. As it is necessary to destroy
the bird at breeding time in order to secure one-sixth <’f an
ounce of feathers, one can readily understand the terrible
slaughter necessary to produce the nearly 12,000 ounces of
osprey plumes offered by one firm last April.

Sir, —With pleasure did £ read Mr. J. I I. Simpson’s letter
in your issue of the 16th ult. (p. 191), on ‘ vulgar cruelty con
nected with plume wearing? This is not the first time you
have opened your columns for the furtherance and spread of
humanitarian principles.
On many occasions I have been
pleased to notice in your journal sympathetic allusions to
vegetarianism, anti-vivisection, and kindred subjects. In
opening your columns thus, you arc also furthering, more
than many people may think, the express objects of your
journal -one of which is ‘ mystical research? Such research
in particular can only be made by those who will, and do,
qv/dify themo'.lven to know and understand the mysteries of
God—mysteries that have been, are, and for ever will be,
‘ secret doctrine? hidden from, and beyond the comprehen
sion of, others.
He who would know and understand these
mysteries must ascend the ‘ hill of the Lord? which is the
spiritual mount within, reaching (like Jacob’s ladder) from
earth to heaven. To have ascended this hill is to know and
understand the mysteries, even the hidflen things of God.
And, only in so far as this hill has been ascended can there
be knowledge and understanding of these things. Tin* height
of the ascent up the holy mount is the measure of fitness for
mystical nssearch, is the measure of fitness to teach mystical
knowledge, is the measure of the capacity to know God.
This ascent of the ‘ hill of the Lord ’ is the qualification for
mystical research which I have referred to. Now, to ascend
this holy hill certain conditions must be complied with. All
who would ascend the holy mount must have ‘ dean htiwUi
This is a sine qivl non. The hands must be clean. The hands
must not, either directly or indirectly, 1x5 stained with th*’
biorxl of innocent creatures, human or sub human. If tho
hands arc full of blood it js ‘iniquity?
‘They shall not
hurt nor destroy in all my holy mounbiin?
When we ask,
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light.

therefore, ‘ Who shall ascend into tho hill of tho Lord, or who
shall rise up in hln holy place 1 wo are not Murprised to learn
thut it is * Even ho that hath clean hands mid n pure heart,
and that hath not lift up hi* mind unto vanity, nor nworn to
deceive Ilin neighbour.’ And it is even ho also, and ho only,
who io qualified to know and to understand and to teach tho
mysteries of God.
For thio reason, therefore, I say, those
humanitarian subjects are within the scope and object of your
journal, and 1 am glad to nee that you allow attention to ho
drawn to them from time to time, notwithstanding (ho fart
that there are other journals that affect to deal wit h them
exclusively.
8a mij bi. Hoprioop |{ajit.
Mulgrav<‘ House, Sutton, Surrey.

Silt, It seems to mo that Mr. J. Hawkins Simpson ami
Madame Isabel de Steiger have both spoken truly, each from
his or her own point of view. Both the men of fashion and
the women of fashion are equally guilty in this matter, and
both men and women in general are equally guilty of the
needless destruction of their fellow-creatures for food. The
one shoots and slaughters for the sake of cruelty and wanton
ness and to satisfy demand ; tho other wears ami uses the
things so gotten, and creatcn the demand, to gratify vanity.
Mr. Simpson should have made a more just, proposal, and that
which I would substitute is: ‘That no man should be seen in
the company of women who wear furs and feathers and other
things gotten of cruelty, or who use for food the bodies ot
dead animals ; and that no woman should be seen in the
company of men who shoot, or otherwise destroy, or who
torture innocent animals, and wear that which is gotten of
cruelty, or use for food the bodies of dead animals.’
The
adoption by men and women of such a rule, rigidly
carried out, would do more than all the useless talk
on the subject, each sex discoursing on the sins of (lie o///cr,
while covering its own sins.
The Act of Parliament which
Madame Isabel de Steiger suggests will be a long time
coming, and when it does come it will come in a more (-hrist
like form, and by a Parliament, not of partisans but ot
Chrint-like men, who will make such wanton destruction of
animals and the wearing or eating of that which is gotten
by torture and cruelty, an offence to be ‘ not punished by

death’ but mercifully corrected by confinement in asana
torium till they learn better (for life, if needful), with due care
and instruction and education to higher feelings for ( heir
fellow creatures. Such an Act will not be passed by a Parlia
mentof noisy political demagogues or self-seeking aristocrats,
but by men and women filled with the spirit of Christ, which
is the spirit of love and wisdom.
Mr. Simpson’s proposed
rule as amended here 1 have ever observed myself, and

intend to abide by it to the end of my life, and I would urge
all right-minded men and women to do the same.

J. (J. OUMEI.EY.

The Strife of Tongues.
Sih, -Certain utterances recorded in your current
number impel a constant reader to utter a word or two of
protest against the strife of tongues. The stern Frotestant,
as represented by a Mr. Thornberry, is reported to attribute
the phenomena of Spiritualism to theold familiar devil, and
is loud in his praise of ignorance.
Hr. Coit, the stately
ethic, impugns the application of the word ‘spirit to the
innermost and real self in man, and drives the cumbrous

coach and horses of his sect over recent discoveries concern
ing the ‘ethereal body,' which is, I imagine, what lie rider<
to as ‘thinness an<i film,' or ‘a gauze like essence supposed to
issue from the body of the dead.' I am not myself attracted
by spiritualistic phenomena, probably because my faith
came to me before the birth of the movement; but this does
not prevent me from feeling most strongly the debt tin*
modern worhi owes to {Spiritualism.
At a time when Pro
b'Mtantism was greatly perturlied by the Tractarian move
ment, and Atheism had begun to stalk abroad, and later,
when to scientific minds the world began to appear as a
mere sepulchre swarming with microbes, Hpiritualism put a
wedge in the door of their charnel house, and a streak of

light flowed in.
Turning, I say it without ill will, from the bickerings of
Theosophy, the sterility of |>sychic research, and the frozen
altitudes of the ethical system, we can say of Hpiritualism

that it grows -m to the scope of its interests, the wid<-m-s
of its views. The discoveries concerning the IWntgen rays,
the experiments of tlm P’rcnrh scientists as to tho ‘ethereal
body,'and other matters of supreme inHu-est are carefully
collected and considered in ‘ Light,’and it may be thatllu'se
and other new ‘lights’ may in no Jong period cause
germinate a scientific and spiritual faith which shall link
together the true Christian and the true Spiritualist and

give to a distracted ago the spiritual food it needs.

H.

Tho Rev. C. Waro as ‘ Corresponclont-at-Largo.'
Sih, Will you allow me bo ••xpress my tlianks to Mr.

Robert Cooper for his very kind letter in your last issue,

nml also to yourself for giving insertion to the smnu «
I may Hay that from the very commencement; of my
public propaganda work for Hpirituahsm, in ihmi, I wo*
imprcssvil to utjlirte. the local newspapers; and in the various
townH and district* where pioneering work wiw undertaken,
the general Preen was utiliwd to the utmost.
Very recently the managers of the 'Two Worlds’ paper
requested mo to iinderlake Lilin department, z.e., to reply *°
opponents in the newspapers, and to contribute letter*
giving general information concerning Spiritualism. Since
(Ihrislmas Home twenty-two newspapers have boon Kent to
me for this purpose, to all of which I have contributed
Inliers with tho exception of the ' Protestant Standard,
which you sir, noticed lost week.
I luring the month of
April letter* from mo were printed in eight newspaper*:
‘The Consett Chronicle,’ ‘The Wallasey and Wirral
Chronicle,’ ‘The Blackley ami llarpurlmy Guardian,’’The
Ripley Advertiser,' ‘The Eastbourne Standard,’‘The Dean
ForeHt Guardian,’ ‘The Goole Weekly Herald,’ and the
‘North Devon Journal.’
Of course in each case a different line of controversy bad
to be pursued; nt the present moment a very vigorous
discussion i* going on in several of the paper* 1 have named.
I regret to state that I am not Htrong enough to do public
lecturing work, but if your readers will send me newspapers
in which they find attack* on, or adverse references to, the
subject of Spiritualism, 1 will do my very best to reply

to all.
20, Poltimore-square, Exeter,

C. Wake.

Proposed Semi-Public National 8oclety.
Sih,
I rend with interest the letter from .Mr. .Mahony
and .Mr. Richard Philips, and I quite agree with them a* to
the need of spiritualistic meeting* being arranged on amuch
higher plane than at present obtain* >f they are to attract
and retain number* of educated religious persons who are
beginning to be interested in the movement. My experience
is, that if the medium bo clairvoyant or psychometric, a much
larger audience is drawn to the meeting than if an address
is given without these popular aids or attraction*.
Both gifts
are good, but os they are generally used tor business pur
pose* they ought as such to be kept for week days, and if one
wants information on a certain subject, it ought to be paid
for, as for any other article that is bought and sold.
My contention is that on Sundays wc ought to havoHomo
thing tluit will raise us of............ irevery day earthly anxieties
ami worries, and take us into more spiritual surroundings,
so that wu shall thereby be strengthened and refreshed f()lthe (umuing work.
,
I should also like to mention that I was interested in a
letter in your column* a short Limo ago from All. Buist
I'ickeu, on the. subject of different kinds and degrees of
mediumship and Hie inner life generally.
< ould not bis
suggestion bo acted on, and oconHionnlly
oxci.i p s from
tlic teachings of Andrew Jackson l*ayw uppi.ai in your
valuable and interesting paper, of wl'ich I am a faithful

reader 1 Youm, <kc.,
,
?
Whalley Range.
mN or.
rif Mr lluist I’iekun will undertake t"
r, 'l'iir.*l
selection* from Andrew Jackson Davis we are quite
willing t<> publinh them. Ei>. ‘Li'',H l

Sir,

Contradictions of Th©0®0^^
I have just read the third volume uf ‘The Sernq

Doctrine,’ published lont year, mid
startling aiMertiuriM.
Thin volume
Madame BiavatHky on ‘The Mystery

*n
H“mv
conlaiiiM eMM.u s by
Buddha.
Now, if

there is any truth in Theosophy, we should expect Blavatsky
to have been the most reliable authority on this ‘mystery.’
Yet in the preface Mrs. Besant writes of those essays: ‘They
contain very numerous errors of fact. ... I cannot let
them go to the public without a warning that much in them
is certainly erroneous.* So here is another schism, enough
to make the ashes of Madame Blavatsky quiver in their
urn! But why does not Mrs. Besant inform her readers
which statements are true and which are false I
At p. 411 we are told of the Mahatmas of ‘centuries after
our era ’ (the era of Buddha, I presume), that ‘ whosoever
among those Initiates of the Supreme Degree revealed to a
profane a single one of the truths, even the smallest of the
secrets entrusted to him, had to die ; and he who received
the confidence was put to death.’ Do the Mahatmas advo
cate the assassination of anyone, who innocently receives any
of their secret knowledges 1
In ‘ Light’ for April 2nd Mr.G. H. Lock pointed out the
fact that Theosophists claim that Jesus taught re-incarnation,
though the words of that Great Teacher imply, if they do
not actually assert, the contrary. In this new volume (p. 66)
Madame Blavatsky tries the same ingenious device, by
means of an unwarrantable interpolation and a disingenuous
forcing of the meaning. Perhaps we can ‘account for the
milk in the cocoa-nut * by a quotation from Lytton’s ‘ Paul
Clifford.’ Appended to this instructive novel there is a
series of ‘ Maxims on the Popular Art of Cheating/ by the
mercurial (in more than one sense) Augustus Tomlinson,
moral philosopher and highwayman.
The first of these
maxims runs thus : ‘ Whenever you are about to utter some
thing astonishingly false, always begin with. It is an acknowledged fact.'
E. W. Berridge, M.D.
48, Sussex-gardens, Hyde Park, W.

SOCIETY WORK.
Ethical Institute, 277, Battersea Park-road.—Sun
day next, at 11 a.rn., discussion; at 7.30 p.m., service.
Wednesday, at 8 p.m. sharp, public circle. —E Hodder.
33, Grove-lane, Camberwell, S.E.—On Sunday last an
address on ‘God is Love ’ was given through Mrs. Holgate ;
clairvoyance at the after circle. Week-night meeting every
Thursday, at 7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m.—H.F.F.
Co-operative Hall, Braemar-road, Canning Town.—
On Sunday last,Mr. Dennis deliverer! an interesting discourse
on ‘Jesus of Nazareth.’ Mr. Savage also addressed the meet
ing. On Sunday next, at 11.30 a.m., discussion on ‘Is Man
Responsible?’ ; at 3 p.m.. Lyceum ; at 7 p.m., service.—G.R.
193, Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday last Mr. and Mrs.
Clegg occupied our platform. Mr. Clegg gave an energetic
address on the debate in the j>ark.
Mrs. Clegg, under
control, also gave an able address.
Next Sunday, Mrs.
Weedemeyer.—H.H.

East London Spiritualists’Association, Liberal Hall,
Forest Gate. E.—On Sunday morning last we had a good
discussion by several members and friends. In the evening
Mr. Bullen gave an address. Normal clairvoyance followed,
all descriptions being recognised. Next Sunday, at 7 p.in.,
Mr. and Mrs. Clegg.—J. Humphrey.
Spiritualists’ Lecture Rooms, 73, Be* klow-road.
Shepherd’s Bush, W.—On Sunday last, Mr. Peters delivered
an able address on ‘What is Spiritualism doing for us as a
Nation?’ after which he gave some remarkable clairvoyant
tests. Next Sunday, at 6.30 p.m., Miss L. Gambrill. ‘ Light
on sale.—M.E.C., Hon. Sec.
East London Spiritualists ’ Association (formerly
Stratford Society of Spiritualists) Workman’s Hall, West
Ham-lane, E.—On Sunday last. Mr. Davis gave a clear and
instructive address, follower! by successful psychometry.
An open-air meeting will be held in the Grove, Stratfor*!, on
Sunday next, at 11 a.m.—J.J.P.

Merthyr Spiritualists ’ Society, Central Hall,
Merthyr Tydfil.—On Sunday last our platform was
occupier! by Mr. Walter Howell, who delivered two excellent
addresses on ‘The Conflict between Science and Religion,
and ‘Spiritualism, from a Scientific and Religious Stand
point.’—W.M.H.

Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington Hall,
Upper-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Dailey
spoke on ‘Spiritual Power and Spiritual < lifts.' Next Sunday,
at 7 p.m., Mrs. Brenchley will deliver an address, ami
give clairvoyance. Thursday, at 8 p.m., circle for members
only; medium, Mrs. Brenchley.—C. D Catto.

Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms,

Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E. -On Sunday last Mr.
Davey occupied our platform, and in an able manner gave
his exjjerience, ‘How and Why I became a Spiritualist.’ On

Sunday next, nt 6.45 p.m., Mr. .1. Adams, of Batts
Open-air meeting in Victoria Park, at 11 a.m. whei
Whyte (‘Evangel’) will lecture on ‘The Bible and
| r
Spiritualism.
H. Brooks, Hon. Sec.
'
North London Spiritualists’ Society, 14,
Grrkn-road, Finsbury Park. On Sunday last tlieopettM
meeting was addressed by Messrs. Brooks and ThoninJ?11
There was a good audience, among whom many friends JJ11,
present. At the evening meeting, Mr. Jones in the chM?
Messrs. Emms, Brooks, and Mbyte,ami Mrs. Jones addressjl
the meeting. Mr. Clegg kindly officiated at the orgni’
Sunday next, at 11.30a.m., open-air meeting in the park • jn*
the hall, at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. T.B.

South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic

Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.-On Sunday morning
last our public circle was well attended. At our evening
service Mr. Long gave an interesting address on ‘Praycranq
Trance.’ At the general assembly of the members Mr. Long
was able to give an encouraging report of the work of tho
mission during the past mont h. On Sunday next,at 11 a.m.,
public circle, door closed at 11.1a; at 3 p.m., children’s
Lyceum : at (5 p.m., lending library : at 6.30 p.m., Mr. W. E.
Long, trance address, ‘The Value of Spirit Communion.’—
Ver ax.
Cardiff Society

of

. t
> tt
Spiritualists, St. Johns Hall.-

On Sunday last we were again favoured with two fine
addresses by our esteemed friend, Mr. Geo. H. Bibbings,
upon the subjects, ‘The Will of Willing’ and ‘ Death’s Oasis
in Life’s Desert.’ These were treated with the ability and
eloquence which are characteristic of the speaker: word
pictures, choice language, and elocutionary excellence com
bining to forcibly present many rich gems of thought and
earnest pleas for practical spiritual culture. Next- Sunday,
at 11 a.m. and G.30 p.m.. Mr. Walter Howell (of Nottingham).
—E.A.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-street, W.—The
harmonious conditions prevailing on Tuesday evening contri
buted greatly to the successful results attending some thirtyfour clairvoyant- descriptions by Miss MacCreadies guide
‘Sunshine.’ Twenty-seven descriptions were recognised
immediately, and two others were subsequently pronounced
correct. It is gratifying to the association that such meetings
as the one under notice can be successfully carried out, as
of the number of inquirers always present upon these
occasions, many are so led to attend again, and several
instances could be recorded of interest in Spiritualism being
thereby created and sustained:
Next- Sunday,*»t 7 p.m.,
Mrs. Green, address and clairvoyance.—L.H.

Henley- Hall, Henley-street, Battersea Park-road.
On Sunday last Mr. Adams presided, when Mrs. PI. Bocklington addressed the audience upon the ‘ Higher Aspects of
Spiritualism,’ emphasising the necessity of cultivating the
idealistic, and proceeding to show that where idealism is
lacking there is no progress.
Next Sunday, Mr. Bullen,
trance and clairvoyance.
Thursday, at 8 p.m., developing
class: Friday, at 8 p.m., mutual improvement class, Mr. Paris.
Saturday, members’ weekly social gathering.—Open-air
Work, Battersea Park. In spite of inclement weather a very
fair audience gathered to listen to the speakers of the
Battersea Society.—W.E.
COST OF THE APPROACHING CONGRESS.
Contributions are earnestly invited to a fund for meeting
the expenses incident to the approaching International
Congress, which are estimated at £250. Remittances may
be forwarded to Mr. B. D. Godfrey, Secretary of the
London Spiritualist Alliance, J10, St. Martin’s-lane, London,
W.C., and cheques may be made payable to the Treasurer,
Mr. H. Withall.
£ s. d.
Amount already acknowledged
... 149 5 6
N. Fabyan Dawe
...
...
••• 10 0 0
Mrs. Jas. Horton
...
...
...
0 10 0
J. J. Morse
...
...
0 10 0 ■
Mrs. J. J. Morse
...
...
0 5 0
Miss Morse
...
...
...
0 5 0

THE JUBILEE OF MODERN SPIRITUALISM.

We have received a small supply of the Jubilee Medals,
specially struck to commemorate Lb is event. The portrait,
on one side, of Andrew Jackson Davis was taken at the end
of 1897, and is, therefore, the latest presentment of the
founder of Lyceums. On the reverse side is the homestead
of the Fox family, at Hydesville, the scene of the Rochester
knockings, 1848.
We can supply our readers with them in
white metal at 7d. ewh, or in bronze at 2s. 7d., post free, from
office of ‘ Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s-lane, W.C.

LIGHT.
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RESEARCHES IN TILE PHENOMENA

By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S.
Embodying the following Treatises reprinted from the ‘ Quarterly
Journal of Science.'
Contbntr : Spiritualism Viewed in the Light of Modern Science;
Experimental Investigation of a New Force, some further experi*
monte on Psychic Force. With sixteen Illustrations and Diagrams,
proving beyond all doubt the reality of the Phenomena.
' Psychic Force and Modern Spiritualiem.' A reply to the 'Quarterly
Review ' and other critics, to which ia added Correspondence upon
Dr. Carpenter's asserted Refutation of the Author's Experimental
Proof of the Existence of a hitherto Undetected Force, with two
Illustrations.
• Notes of an Inquiry into the Phenomena called Spiritual, daring the
years IR70-8.' To which are added three letters, entitled 4 Miss
Florence Cook’s Mediumship,' ‘Spirit-forms,’ and ‘The Last of
“ Katio King ” ’; the photographing of ‘ Katie King ’ by tbe aid of
the Electric Light. With sixteen Illustrations of appliances for
the scientific demonstration of the genuineness of the Phenomena,
including Portiait of Mr. D. I). Home holding the accordion under
the table while it was being played on by the agency.
Large 8 vo, handsome ornamented cloth, gilt, 6s. 4d. post free.
of

Coming Day ’

(John Page Hopps’

JL Monthly) : for the advocacy of the Religion of Humanity, cased
ou the permanent foundations of the Fatherhood of God and the Brother*
hood of Man. Price 8d.—London : Williams Al Norgate, Henrietta-street,
Oovent Garden. One copy will be regularly sent to any address for
Be. fid. a year.

OF SPIRITUALISM.

Officb

‘ The

* Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.
A TREATISE ON

NATAL ASTROLOGY,

‘philosophical Journal;’ founded in 1865.
1
Devoted to Spiritual Philosophy and Phenomena, Rational
Religion and Psychical Research. Thomas G. Newman, Editor and
Publisher. Terms. 6s. fid. a year, post paid to any part of the world.—
Station B., San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. English Agent: J. J. Morse,
26, Osnaburgb-street, Euston-road, London, N7W.

‘ The Two Worlds : ’ the People’s popular
1 Penny Spiritual paper. Edited by E. W. Wallis. Sent post free
to new readers for twenty-four weeks for 2s, fid. The ‘ Two Worlds ’ is
devoted to the phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism. It con
tains a complete chronicle of the movement in Great Britain, and has an
able staff of contributors. Specimen copies l^d., post free. Published
at 18, Corporation-street, Manchester. Sold at Spiritualists' meetings,
and by all newsvendors to order.

‘ The Lyceum Banner : ’ a monthly journal
1
for Conductors, Leaders, and Members of the Children's Progres
sive Lyceum. Edited by J. J. Morse, assisted by Florence Morse.
All who desire to know the work the Lyceum is doing for the diffusion of
Spiritualism among the young should read the ‘ Lyceum Banner.' Id., or
Is. fid. per year, post free. Special terms to Lyceums. Issued for the
first Sunday in each month at Florence House, 26, Osnaburgh-street,
Euston-road, London, N W.

By G. WILDE and J. DODSON.

To which is appended

‘THE SOUL AND THE STARS.’
By A. G. TRENT.

‘Natal Astrology’ will enable anyone to cast his own Horoscope.
Cloth, 248pp., 10s. fid., post free from

Office of ‘Licht,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

Banner of Light; ’ the oldest journal in the

world devoted to the Spiritual Philosophy. Issued weekly at 9,
Bosworth-atreet, corner Province-street, Boston, Mass. President, Isaac
B. Rich ; Editor. Harrison D. Barrett. Aided by a large corps of able
writers. The ‘ Banner ’ is a first-class family newspaper, embracing a
Literary Department; Reports of Spiritual Lectures; Spirit Message
Department; Reports of Spiritual Phenomena, and Contribut on3 by the
most talented writers in the world, &c., &c. Terms of subscription, in
advance, to any foreign country embraced in the Universal Postal Union :
per year, 12s. fid.; six months, 6s. fid. J. J. Morse, 26, Osnaburgh-street.
Euston-road, London, N.W., will receive subscriptions for the * Banner of
Light ’ as above. Specimen copies sent free for one pennr stamp.

SURPLUS VOLUMES OF ‘ LIGHT ’ FOR |

‘ Tke Agnostic Journal and Eclectic Review.’

SALE.
TlfE have a few handsomely-bouncl half-roan surplus Volumes
VV of 1 Light’ for Sale, at very low prices. As will be seen
below, the number for sale is very small, and after these are i
disposed of no more copies will be available for sale purposes. '
BOUND VOLUMES.
Price. 1
4 volumes of 1883....... ..@ 6 0
4 volumes of
1
.,
1885....... .
9 0
2
„
1
„
1887....... .
9 0 1 1
„
1
„
1889....... .
9 0 1 3
Carriage paid in United Kingdom. Carriage

Price.
1890......... @ 6 6
1891........ @ 7 6
1892......... @ 7 6
1896......... @ 7 0
abroad extra.

We have also a few Unbound Volumes of ‘ Light,

as

follows :—
UNBOUND VOLUMES.
Price. |
Price.
4 volumes of 1892..... ... @ 5 0
2 volumes of 1888... ..... @7 0
1893..... ... @ 6 0 I
2
,.
1890... ..... @60
4
»
1
„
1891...
Carriage paid in United Kingdom. Carriage abroad extra.

Office of ‘Light,’ 110,

St. Martin's Lane,

W.C.

REMAINDERS OF BOOKS FOR SALE.
THE HAUNTED HOMES AND FAMILY TRADITIONS
of Great Britain. By John H. Ingram. Illustrated. Published at
7b. fid.; handsome cloth, 640pp., 4b., post free.

THE GHOST WORLD. By T. F. Thiselton Dyer. Contains
chapters on The Soul’s Exit at Death, Why Ghosts Wander, Phantom
Birds, Animal Ghosts, Raising Ghosts, Ghost Laviug, Second Sight,
Compacts between tho Living and Dead, Miners’ Ghosts, Tho Ban
shee, Phantom Dress, Haunted Houses and Localities, Checks and
Spells against Ghosts, Spirit-haunted Trees, Ghosts and Hidden
Treasures, Phantom Music and Sounds,&c. A valuable book. Pub
lished at 10s. Gd. Bound in cloth, 448pp., 6b., post free.
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? or. Curious
Revelations from the Life of a Trance Medium. By Mrs. Nettie
Colburn Maynard. Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems.
Illustrated with Engravings and Frontispiece of Lincoln, from Car
penter's portrait from life. (‘This book should be widely read’—
‘LIGHT.’ • A valuable and important historical book.’—*M.A. Oxo.x. )
Cloth, 264pp. New copies. 4s. (id , post free.
Office of ‘Light,’ 110, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

1
Edited by ‘Saladin.’ Every Thursday, price 2d. The only
, ournal of advanced thought of the overt and aggressive order
that has broken away from the ‘ Freethought ’ traditions of Richard
Carlile and his school to adopt a policy compatible with the higher moral
tone and riper culture of modern times. It distinctly repudiates the
crude sedition in politics and the revolting prurience in sociology which
have for so long made popular ‘ Freethought ’ a byeword with all whose
adherence would be of value. Free by post on the following terms
Quarterly, 2s. 8jd.; half-yearly, os. 5a.; yearly 10s. lOd.—London •
W. Stewart & Go.. 41. Farnngdon-etreet.

By II. R. HA WEIS, M A.
‘ rplIE DEAD PULPIT.’—With chapters upon the Prophets
1 of the Transition, F. Denison Maurice, Dean Stanley,
The New Pulpit, '1 he New Clergy, Wit and Humour in the
Pulpit, The Church and Stage, Lite Beyond the Grave, Ghosts,
Universal Church, Immaculate Conception, Last Judgment, &c.
With Portrait. Large crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

May

be obtained from

Office of ‘Light,’ 110, St. Martin's
Lane, W.C.

SECOND-HAND

BOOKS.

(One copy only of each of the following Booksis for Sile
application is therefore necessary.)

Office

of

An early

‘Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

Later Autumn Leaves.
Shorter.

Thoughts in Verse.
By Thomas
With portrait. Cloth, gilt edges, 29pp., 9d., post free.

All’s Right with the World.
Published at 7s. fid.

1898. By Charles B. Newcomb.
Cloth, *261pp. New copy. 5s. fid., post free.

Isis Unveiled.

A Master Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and
Modern Science and Theology. By 11. P. Blavatsky. In two large
volumes of 630pp. each, with full index. Well bound, very tine copy,
quite equal to new. Price 25s., carriage paid.

The Mystery Of Gold Rust.

A Study in Subjective Thought
and Experience with Criminal Life. By Clarence Webster Holmes.
Cloth, new copy, ‘237pp., Is. fid., post free.

Experimental Investigation of the Spirit Manifestations.
By Robert Hare. Clean and in good condition, very scarce, 15b.

Le Mystere de la Croix de Jesus Christ et de ses Membree.
Par UD Disciple.

Cloth, 308pp., 9d.,post free,

LIGHT.

IV

STANDARD BOOKS SUPPLIED TO ORDER FOR CASH ONLY.
Remittances must accompany orders, otherwise they cannot
An Easy and Comprehensive

‘ Oeers of the Ages.’ Ancient, Medieval, and

Treatise on the Influence of the Heavenly Bodies and tbe
Methods of Casting Horoscopes. Compiled and Arranged from the
Works of tbe Masters of tbe Middle Ages and William Lilly, witu
tbe Corrections and Emendations of Their Disciples, Bringing the Science
of Divination to Date. By Ellen H. Bennett. Royal crown Svo.,
330pp., cloth. J 2s. 10d., post free.

kJ Modern Spiritualism. By J. M. Peebles. Tracing tbe Pbeno
mena of Spiritualism through India. Egypt, Phoenicia, Syria, Pergia
Greece. Rome, down to Christ’s time. 876pp., 5s. 4d., post free.
“

* Deal Ghost Stories.’ A Revised Reprint of

Human Magnetism;: ’ or, How to Hypnotise.

Astrology.’

‘ A fter Her Death.’
xJL

JL L the Christina* and New Year Numbers of the ‘Review of
Reviews,’ 1891-92. With new Introduction. By W. T. Stead. Crown
8vo., cloth. 5s. 3d., post free.

‘T etters

By Lilian Whiting.

The Story of a Summer.
Cloth, 3s. Gd., post free.

A
Practical HandbookStudents
for
-----------------------------of Mesmerism. By ProfrftQf
James Coates. With ten plates, showing induction of phenomena
experimertal and curative. Cloth. 5s. Id.. post free.

from Julia; or, Light from the

1 prystal Gazing and the Wonders of Clair-

_LJ Borderland.’ A Series of Messages as to the Life Beyond the
Grave, Received by Automatic Writing from One who has Gone Before.
With a Preface by W. T. Stead. 2s. 2d , post free.

xJ voyance.’ Embracing Practical Instructions in the Art, History
and Philosophy of this ancient Science. Illustrated with diagrams. By
John Melville. To which is appended an abridgment of Jacob Dixon s
‘ Hygienic Clairvoyance,’ with various extracts and original notes. Crown
Svo, 5s. 3d , post free.
c

‘lliscourses through the Mediumship of Mrs.
JLz Cora L. V. Tappan.’ Comprising Fifty-four Discourses. Sixtyfour Poems, and Twelve Extracts descriptive of Facts concerning the
Spirit-World and Communion between it and the Earth-Plane. Cloth
gilt, with Portrait cf Author, 720pp., 7s. 6d., post free.

Hated, Prince of Persia ’: His Experience in

Earth-Life and Spirit-Life, being Spirit Communications received
through Mr. David Duguid, the Glasgow Trance-Painting Medium. With
an Appendix containing communications from the Spirit Artists, Ruisdal
aud Steen. 592pp. 4s.

‘ The Philosophy of Mesmerism and Electrical
JL Psychology.’ By John Bovee Dods. The Secret Revealed by
which all may know how to Experiment without an Instructor. Cloth,
3s. 9d.. post free.

‘ ill agic, White and Black : or, the Science of

1* L
Finite and Infinite Life, containing Practical Hints for Student
of Occultism.’ By Franz Hartmann. M.D. Cloth. 6s. 4d.

‘The Elements of Hypnotism : the Induction,

1 A nimal Magnetism.’ By Alfred Binet and
Z
jL Charles Fere (Assistant
Physician to the Salpetrifcre),
JLJL
(Ass’

JL Phenomena, and Physiology of Hypnosis, Its Dangers and Value.’
By R. Harry Vincent. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown
8vo, 270pp. Cloth, 5s. ‘A simple account of the nature and effects
of Hypnotism, to show how the state is produced, and what it is.’ With
seventeen Illustrations showing Experiments.
1J. Chirognomy and Chiromancy Explained in the form of over 600
Questions and Answers. By Ida Ellis. Illustrated by ten plates. The
teachings of the well-known Blackpool Palmist. Cloth, 2s. 9d., post free.

Contents: Animal Magnetism in its beginnings—History of Animal
Magnetism—Modes of Producing Hypnosis—Symptoms of Hypnosis—
The Hypnotic States—Imperfect Forms of Hypnosis—General Study of
Suggestion—Hallucinations—Suggestions of Movements and of Acts—
Paralysis by Suggestions : Anaesthesia—The Application of Hypnotism
to Therapeutics and Education—Hypnotism and Responsibility. Svo,
378 pp. Cloth, illustrated, os. 4d.
i

By

Next.’ With illustrative narrations. By Robert Dale Owen.
Second Edition. Crown Svo 7s. 6d.

By

atA John James. An excellent Text-Book by a writer who has had
thirty years’ experience in the subject. Crown 8vo, 102pp. Cloth, red
edges, 2s. 9d.

‘ A Catechism of Palmistry.’ The Sciences of
‘ The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.’
JL Andrew Lang. Cloth, 6s.
‘ The Place of Deathi in Evolution. ’
JL

Newman Smyth. Cloth, 5s.,
os., post free.

Debatable Land between this World and the

‘ Mesmerism, with Hints for Beginners.’ By

‘ The Tarot ’: Its Occult Signification, Use in

‘ T)sychic Philosophy as the Foundation of a

JL Fortune-telling and Method of Play. By S. L. Macgregob
Mathers. With Pack of 78 Tarot Cards. 5s. 4d , post free.

‘ T)sycho - Therapeutics; or,

JL
Religion of Natural Law.’ By V. 0. Desertis, with Introductory
Note by Alfred Russel Wallace, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. 8vo, 342pp.
5s. 4d., post free.
\

®
Treatment by

---- ------- , ___
JL
Hypnotism and Suggestion.’ By C. Lloyd
Tucket
Third Ediiion, Revised and Enlarged, 320pp. Cloth, 6s. 4d., post free.

‘Holo; or, the Will.’

‘ pheiro’s Language
of the Hand.’
„

What it is, How to

T
Strengthen, and How to Use It. By Arthur Lovell. Cloth,
3s. 9d.. post free.

‘Researches in the Phenomena of Spiritual-

JLV ism.’
By Sir William Crookes, F.R.S.
Illustrated. 5s. 3d.

Handsome cloth

Hermes, a Disciple of Jesus

‘ The Spirits’ Book.’ Containing the Principles
JL of Spiritist Doctrine according to the Teachings of Spirits of High
Degree. Transmitted through various mediums. Collected and set in
order by Allan Kakdec
Translated from the 120th Thousand by
Anna Blackwell. New edition, cloth, 5s. 4d , post free.

‘ f|'he Book of Black Magic and of Pacts.’ By

His Life and
Jesus.

Missionary Work, together with Incidents in the Life of
Sequel to‘Hafed.’ 450pp. 4s.

‘ rphe Law of Psychic Phenomena.’ A working
_L hypothesis for the systematic study of Hypnotism, Spiritualism,
and Mental Therapeutics. By Thomson Jay Hudson. 6s. 4d., post free.

A com-

plete practical work on the Sciences of Cbeirogno
Cheirognomy and Cheiro
mancy, containing the System, Rules, and Experience of Clieiro, the
celebrated Palmist. With Portrait, frontispiece, fifty-five full-page
illustrations, and over two hundred engravings of Lines, Mounts, and
Marks. Reproductions of famous hands, &c. Containing illustrations of
the wonderful scientific invention, the apparatus for ‘Thought Photo
graphy and Register of Cerebral Force.’ New edition, crown Ito, cloth,
13 s- post free.
__________
___

Up
’ Growth of the Soul?
The

A Sequel to

JL ‘Esoteric Buddhism.’ By A. P. Sinnett, Vice-President of the
Theosophical Society. 454pp., cloth, 5s. 4d , post free.

‘ Miracles and Modern Spiritualism.’ Three

JjL Essays by Alfred Russel Wallace, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.8.
New Revised and Enlarged Edition, with Chapters on Phantasms sod
Apparitions. Crown 8vo. 296pp., cloth, 5s. 4d., post free.

<

A Arthur Edward IVaite. I. An analytical and critical account
of the chief magical rituals extant. If. A comparative digest of all
printed Grimoires which have been current under the generic name of
Black Magic, with additional material derived from important Goetic
souices. Quarto. Illustrated with about 200 Engravings. £2 2b., post
free.

‘ 'Spiritualism.’ By Judge Edmonds and Dn.

* Phristo-Theosophy; or, Spiritual Dynamics

kJ _ G. T. Dexter. A new edition, with alterations, of a famous
American work. 2 vols., Svo. With portraits. 1 Is, post free.

and the Divine and Miraculous Man.’ By George Wyld, M.D ,
Edin.—‘Dr. Wyld is probably the profoundest Christian Theosophist ol
the age.’—‘The Platonist’ (St. Louis). Second edition. Crown 8vc,
cloth extra, red edges, with Portrait. Price 3s. 9d., post free.

-L Mulford. Essays on Mysticism and Theosophy.
3s. 103 , post free.

kJ

‘ Shadow Land ; or, Light from the Other
kz Side’ By Mrs. E. D’Esperance. The true story of the develop
ment of marvellous psychical gifts in an English lady. With 28 plates.
Cloth, 6s. 4d., post free.

Footfalls

on

the Boundary of Another

World.’ With narrative illustrations. By Robert Dale Owen,
Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

‘ The Gift of the Spirit.’

Dealings

Essays by Pweniice

with tho Dead.’

Crown Svo,

Translated by

Mrs. A. E. Whitehead. Preface by Ari hub Lillie. A very
curious book. A collection of ghost stories gleaned at first hand by
Mons. A. le Braz. Crown 8vo. 3s. 10d., post free.
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